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A b stra ct
We study the optimal control o f a general class o f stochastic singularly perturbed 
linear systems with perfect and noisy state measurements under positively and nega­
tively exponentiated quadratic cost. Both finite- and infinite-horizon cases are treated, 
where in the latter case we take as the cost function the long term time average of 
the logarithm o f the expected value of the exponentiated quadratic cost. In each case, 
we identify appropriate “slow” and “fast” subproblems, obtain their optimum solutions 
(compatible with the corresponding measurement structure), and subsequently study 
the performances they achieve on the full-order system as the singular perturbation pa­
rameter e becomes sufficiently small, with the expressions given in all cases being exact 
to within O(y'T). It is shown that the composite controller (obtained by appropriately 
combining the optimum slow and fast controllers) achieves a performance level close to 
the optimal one whenever the full-order problem has a solution. The slow controller, 
on the other hand, achieves only a finite performance level (but not necessarily opti­
mal), provided that the fast subsystem is open-loop stable. If the intensity o f the noise 
in the system dynamics decreases to zero, however, the slow controller also achieves a 
performance level close to the optimal one.
The paper also presents a more direct derivation (than heretofore available) o f the 
solution to the LEQG problem under noisy state measurements, which allows for a 
general quadratic cost (with cross terms) in the exponent and correlation between sys­
tem and measurement noises. Such a general LEQG problem is encountered in the 
slow-fast decomposition o f the full-order problem, even if the original problem does not 
feature correlated noises. In this general context, the paper also establishes the com­
plete equivalence between the LEQG problem and the ^°°-optim al control problem 
with measurement feedback, though this equivalence does not extend to the slow and 
fast subproblems arrived at after time-scale separation.
K e y  W ord s— Linear exponential quadratic Gaussian optimal control, generalized 
Riccati differential equation, generalized algebraic Riccati equation, singular perturba­
tions, IT^-optimal control.
M O S : 93E20, 90D25, 90A46, 93C80.
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1 Introduction
The problem of optimal control o f stochastic linear systems under exponentiated quadratic loss (so 
called LEQG problem) has been studied extensively in the literature, with new interest arousing 
on the topic due to the recently established relationship with the i f 00-optimal control o f similar 
systems (but with deterministic disturbances) under quadratic loss. Perhaps the first formulation 
of the LEQG problem was given by Jacobson ([1]), in both discrete and continuous time, and 
using perfect state measurements, motivated by the fact that the exponentiated quadratic cost 
captures risk seeking or risk averse behavior, not obtainable using the LQG formulation (which is 
risk neutral). Indeed it was discovered in [1] that the LEQG formulation with a positive exponent 
is equivalent (as far as the optimal solution goes) to a deterministic zero-sum LQ differential game, 
which we now know ([2]) is equivalent to an U^-optimal control problem, thus completing the 
link. The counterparts o f the results o f [1] in the imperfect state measurement case for discrete 
and continuous time were later obtained in [3], [4] and [5], with the relationship with the H°°- 
optimal control problem established in a series o f subsequent publications, such as [6], [7], [8]; 
see also the book by Whittle ([9]). Similar relationships (between exponentiated cost stochastic 
control and worst case designs) exist also for nonlinear problems, as established for some subclass 
of such problems in [10]. A more recent paper [11] completely establishes this equivalence in the 
discrete-time case.
Our objective in this paper is to study, under both perfect and noisy state measurements, the 
robustness properties o f the optimal solution of the LEQG problem with respect to unmodeled fast 
dynamics. This study is conducted in the framework of singularly-perturbed models, with a small 
positive parameter € quantifying the extent o f coupling between the slow and fast dynamics. We 
seek c-independent controllers that provide good (in a sense to be made precise later) approximation 
to the optimal controller o f the full-order problem in a neighborhood o f c =  0.
As mentioned earlier, at the full-order level there is an equivalence between the positively 
exponentiated subclass and a class o f LQ 77°°-optiinal control problems with singularly perturbed 
dynamics, with this latter class o f problems extensively studied recently from the point o f view 
of robustness and model reduction ([12], [13], [14], [15]). This equivalence, however, does not 
readily carry over to the “model-reduction” stage, and as to be seen here the end results in the 
two cases are considerably different. One of the reasons for this is that (as it has been studied 
earlier in [16]) in stochastic problems the parameter e has to enter the system dynamics and the 
measurement equation in a certain way for the problem to be well-defined as e —► 0. The exact 
problem formulation provided in Section 2 shows that indeed in the stochastic case a time-scale 
separation of the full-order system becomes much more involved. Nevertheless, we still find occasion 
to use some of our earlier results from [12] and [13] in the present development, to simplify some of 
the proofs. Furthermore, in the derivation of the optimal solution to the stochastic control problem 
associated with the slow subsystem, we are faced with the need to obtain a clean and complete 
solution to the general LEQG problem with general cost structure and correlation between system 
and measurement noises. This motivates us into the investigation that leads to the results o f Section 
3, which generalize the earlier results of [5].
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section (Section 2) we formulate the LEQG prob­
lem with perfect state measurements for singularly perturbed systems and present the solution to 
the full-order problem. In Section 3, we present a clean derivation (under least stringent conditions) 
of a complete solution to the general LEQG problem under noisy state measurements with general
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cost structure and correlation between system and measurement noises. In Section 4, we study 
the singularly perturbed stochastic control problem under perfect state measurements, where we 
decompose the problem into slow and fast €-free subproblems, obtain optimal controllers for these 
subproblems, and study the optimality o f the composite controller as well as that o f the slow con­
troller in terms o f the attainable performance for the full-order problem. In Section 5, we study 
the problem under noisy state measurements, where we identify the slow and fast subproblems to 
the full-order problem, obtain optimal controllers for these subproblems, construct the composite 
controller from these controllers, and study the optimality o f these suboptimal controllers in terms 
of the attainable performance for the full-order problem. Three numerical examples are presented 
in Section 6 to illustrate the theory. The paper ends with the concluding remarks o f Section 7, and 
two Appendices, which contain detailed derivations o f some o f the results in the main body o f the 
paper.
2 Problem Formulation
The system under consideration, with slow and fast dynamics, is described in the “singularly 
perturbed” form by1
dx i =  (Au(t)xi + A\2(t)x2 + Bi(t)ut) dt + G\(t) dwti *i(^o) =  ®io
i £dx 2 =  ( iaA2i(t )x i +  A22(f)x 2 +  ¿ 2  (t)ut) dt +  €l/2G2(t) dwt; x2(f0) =  x20
dyi =  (C n (i)x i +  C i2(t)x2) dt +  Ei(t) dwt\ yi(to) =  0
dy2 =  (caC2i(t )x i -1- C22(f)x 2)d i +  €^i?2(f) du;*; y^ fo) =  0
where x ' :=  (x^, x^) is the n-dimensional state vector, with x\ o f dimension nj and x2 o f dimension 
n2 :=  n — n i; y' :=  (y[, y )^' is the m-dimensional measurement process, with y\ o f dimension mi 
and y2 of dimension m2 :=  m — m j; ti* is the p-dimensional control input, and w% is a r-dimensional 
vector valued standard Wiener process starting at to» which is independent o f the initial condition; 
the small positive scalar € is the singular perturbation parameter. The underlying probability space 
is the triplet P).
Associated with this system, we introduce the cost function:
JM  =  \ ln |exP (s'tfQfZtf +  f (x'Q(t)x + u'u) dt) j || (2.2)
where the terminal cost weighting matrix Q j  shows dependence on e > 0, as to be specified later. 
The scalar 0 ^  0 is the parameter in terms of which we are going to parametrize our solution.
In the perfect state measurements case, the initial state is assumed to be known perfectly, and 
the control input is generated by a closed-loop control policy according to
«(*) =  A*(*,x [to.*]) (2.3)
where p 6 M  is an admissible control. Furthermore, we let a =  0, which makes the system 
dynamics well-defined as c —► 0, as shown in [16]. Then, we seek an optimal controller with respect 
to cost (2.2), i .e . ,a i i*  =  p*(t,Z[ioi]) such that
J*(/i*) =  min Je(n) :=  JJ (2.4)
'T h e  well-posedness of the LQ G  stochastic optimal control problem for this singularly perturbed system has been 
studied in [16]. The appropriateness of system dynamics (2.1) has been established there.
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In the noisy state measurements case, the initial state is taken to be a Gaussian random vector 
with mean ¿0 and covariance So (where So is assumed to be positive definite, and will show 
dependence on e, as to be specified later). In this case, the control input u is generated by a control 
policy /ij, according to
**(0 =  /*/(*> y[*o,*l) (2-5)
where : [to»*/] x  Hy -*  Hu is piecewise continuous in t and Lipschitz continuous in y, further 
satisfying the given causality condition. Let us denote the class o f all admissible controllers by M i. 
(See the next section for a precise description o f the class o f admissible controllers. ) For this case, 
we take a =  1 /2  and /? =  1/ 2, which again leads to well-defined systems dynamics as € -+ 0, as 
shown in [16].
Denoting the cost function (2.2) for the imperfect measurements case by Jio(m ), we again seek 
an optimal controller with respect to J/e(/xj), that is a u* =  A*j(*,yp<>,*]) such that
Jio(rt) =  mifi Jio(pi) :=  JJo (2.6)
We first make three basic assumptions:
A l  Qj, So and Ç (.) in (2.2]
Q fn *Qfi2 
€Qf21 eQf22
m each case the
Qt =
where
are partitioned as 
SonE0 =
021
■v/cSoi2
S q22 O M -
ll-b lock  is o f dimensions ni x n i, and the 22-block is o f dimensions
Q n (f)
02l(0
Q w (0
022(f)
n2 x « 2.
A 2 The matrix functions A ,j(t), Qij{t), 2?,(t), G ,(t), , E{ (* =  1,2 j  =  1,2) are continuously
differentiable in t >  0.
A 3 The matrices A22(f), Q22(f)» G2(t)G'2(t) and N(t) :=  E(t)E(t)' are invertible for all t 6 [0, i/], 
where E' =  [E[ E2]. 2 The system noise and the measurement noise are uncorrelated, i .e . , 
G\E' =  0 and G^E1 — 0.
Let us further introduce the following notation:
¿ u M -¿12(f) ; B(t) :=
€a“ 1A2l( f )  7^ 22(f) Bj(t)
B«(i) :=
Bi(t)
. } * ( « ) ; m  :=
' Gi(t) 
0 > G.(t) :=
Gi(t)
^ ^ 2(f)
£ IÎ ' <?»(«) ' C2l(t) ; C j( i)  :=
0
Caa(f)
; Cae(i)
Ì------------1
1_____
a
C<(t) := Gn(t)€°‘G2l(t)
C i2(f) .
G22(f) ’ ^e(f) :=
' El(t) 1
2The conditions of invertibility of Q22 and G?G'2 can be further relaxed to the conditions of observability of the 
pairs (A 22, Q22) and (A 22, G?). To obtain the same results under the relaxed conditions, we perturb the matrices 
Q22 and G2G2 by A I, for some scalar A >  0; then all the derivation are correct for the perturbed problem and they 
converge (to finite values) as A —► 0 (see [17] for details).
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and define 5 (t ;0 ) :=  B(t)B'(t) -  0G(t)G'(t), St(t;0) :=  Bt(t)B't(t) -  0Gt(t)G'e(t), Re(t;0 ) :=  
C'cN~lCt — 0Q with the ij-th  block of ¿ '(t;# ) denoted henceforth by £,/(*; 0), i , j  =  1,2. We also 
define
£<(*;*)
•Kell
^•R«21 7-Ke22 ’
Ri2(t; 0) :=  C{ A T 1«?,; R 21(t; 0) :=  R 12(t; 0)';
¿ M * ; 0) :=  C2N~lC2\ Rn(t; 0) :=  C jA T 1^  -  0 Q „ ;  R(t; 0) R\i R\2 R2\ r 22
For each fixed € >  0, the problem formulated above has been solved in the literature for both 
the perfect state [1] and noisy state measurements [5] cases. But the computation o f the optimal 
or suboptimal controllers for small values o f € >  0 present serious difficulties, due to numerical 
stiffness. To remedy this, we pose in this paper the question o f whether optimal controllers can be 
determined, for small values of e >  0, by solving well-behaved e-independent smaller-order problems, 
as in the case of the singularly perturbed linear-quadratic Gaussian regulator problem ([18]).
Under perfect state measurements, for each e >  0 (see [1]), if the GRDE:
Z, +  A 'Z  +  ZAt -  ZStZ +  Q =  0; Z ( t , )  =  Qf  (2.7)
admits a nonnegative definite solution Z (t;e ) on [to,*/]» then, the optimal controller for the full- 
order problem is
“ *(*) =  =  -B'cZ (t;()z(t), t > t0 (2.8)
Let us introduce the following quantity:
0m(e) :=  sup{0 6 R  : the GRDE (2.7) admits a nonnegative definite
. solution on [to,*/]. }  (2.9)
Then, for 0 <  0*(e), the LEQG problem admits an optimal controller given by (2.8), with the 
optimal cost being
JJ(e) =  x’0Z(0; e)x0 +  [  Tr(G<G'tZ (i; ()) dt (2.10)
Jo
Under noisy state measurements, for each c >  0, the problem above admits an optimal controller3 
if the GRDE (2.7) admits a nonnegative definite solution Z (i ;c )  on [to,*/], and in addition the fol­
lowing GRDE:
£  =  At£  +  £ A[ -  tR t£  +  GtG[; L(t0) =  E0 (2.11)
admits a positive definite solution E (t;t) on [to,*/], and further the following spectral radius con­
dition is satisfied:
/ — 0 £ (t)Z (t) has only positive eigenvalues V iG [*o ,t/]. (2.12)
As the counterpart o f (2.9), let us introduce:
0 j(€) :=  sup{0 € R  : the GRDEs (2.7) and (2.11) admit nonnegative definite
solutions on [to,*/] such that (2.12) is satisfied. }  (2.13)
3See [5] and Theorem 1 of next section.
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For 9 < 0J(f), the optimal controller is given by 4
(2.14)
(2.15)
“ *(<) =  M/(<> »[1o,i]) =  -B'tZit; «)*«. t > to 
dit =  (A< -  StZ)x, dt +  ( I -  9 tZ )~ l T.atNZ\dyt -  Ctxt di); 
x(t0) = (I  -  0±(to)Z (to))-lxo
with the optimal cost being
Jh(<) =  ¿i,Z (i0) ( /  -  flE(i0)Z (io ) )_ 1x0 +  + tC [N ;lCtt Z
Jo
(I  -  9 tZ )~ l ) d t - i  ln (det(/ -  9 t{t ,)Z (t ,) ) )  (2.16)
To study the infinite-horizon case, we take A, B, G, Q, C, E to be time-invariant, and Qf =  0, 
to =  0. We take the cost function to be:
• W m) =  ^lin^ ^ l n | £  |exp ^  ( j f  \ x ’Qx +  u'u) dt) j )  )  (2.17)
In the perfect state measurements case, we take (A e,2?e) to be controllable, and (A e, Q) to be 
observable for every e > 0. Then, by Theorem 7 in Appendix A, for each e >  0, if the generalized 
algebraic Riccati equation (GARE)
A'Zoo +  ZooAt -  Zoo S'Zoo +  Q =  0 (2.18)
admits a minimal positive definite solution Zoo« the problem admits an optimal solution
«*(<) =  M°°(*) =  -B ^ Z ^ x i t ) ,  t > 0. (2.19)
Introducing the quantity:
O e )  :== sup{d 6 R  : the GARE (2.18) admits a positive definite solution } ,  (2.20)
we have that for 9 < ^ ( c ) ,  the infinite-horizon LEQG problem admits an optimal controller given 
by (2.19), which achieves an optimal cost
j ; 00(e) = TT(GtG[Z00(t;e)) (2.21)
For the imperfect state measurements case, we denote the cost function (2.17) by JiOoo(pioo), 
and assume that (A e, Bt) and (At1Gt) are controllable, and (AejQ) and (A e,C e) are observable for 
every e > 0. Then, by Theorem 2 of next section, for each € > 0, if the GARE (2.18) admits a 
minimal positive definite solution, and the following GARE:
At£oo +  So© A j — ¿ooR^Eoo +  GfG't =  0 (2.22)
admits a minimal positive definite solution E©©, and further satisfies the spectral radius condition:
I  — OtooZoo has only positive eigenvalues , (2.23)
4It is proven in [2] that f t of (4.2) in [5] is exactly ( /  — 9’E(t)Z(t))~lxt, where it is generated by (2.15).
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then the problem admits an optimal controller. In particular, defining the quantity: 
0/ooM  :=  sup{0 G R  : the GAREs (2.18) and (2.22) admit minimal positive
definite solutions such that (2.23) is satisfied } ,  (2.24)
for 9 < 9JQO(e) the optimal controller is given by
u/oo(0  =  y(—oo,t]) =  ~BiZcoi\ (2.25)
dxt =  (A e -  SeZoo)xt dt +  ( I  -  9È00Z00)~1È00C,eN~1(dyt -  Ctxt dt) (2.26)
with the optimal cost being
• W < )  =  Tr(Ê «,Ç  +  -  9 i x Zx ) - 1) (2.27)
Thus completing the description o f the direct solution to the full-order problem for e >  0, 
we turn, in the Sections 4 and 5, to the derivation o f the approximate solution based on a time­
scale decomposition. Before we derive the slow and fast subsystems, however, we present, in next 
section, a complete solution to the general LEQG problem under imperfect state measurements, 
with a general cost structure and correlated system and measurement noise. This solution, to 
be presented in the next section, generalizes the results o f [5] by removing some o f the technical 
assumptions made there. This generality will be needed in the derivation o f the solution to the 
slow subsystem in Section 5.
3 Solution to the General LEQG Problem Under Imperfect State 
Measurements
In this section, we consider the general LEQG problem under imperfect state measurements, with 
a general exponentiated quadratic cost structure. We let e > 0 be fixed, and suppress it in the 
system and measurement dynamics, which are simply written as:
f  dx =  (A(t)x +  B(t)ut) dt +  G{t) dwt; x(t0) =  x0
\ dy =  C(t)xdt + E(t)dwt; y(t0) =  0
We first consider the finite and then the infinite-horizon case.
3 .1  T h e  F in ite -H o r iz o n  P r o b le m
For the finite-horizon case, the cost function associated with the system (3.1) is taken a generalized 
version of (2.2):
Jio(ni) =  ~ In |exp ^  (x'tjQfXt/ + £  (x'Q(t)x +  2x’P{t)u +  u 'i^ * )«) j j  (3.2)
where R(t) >  0 and Q -  PR~l P > 0 for all t G [to,*/]-
Let Assumption A2 hold, the matrix Eo be positive definite and the matrix N(t) E{t)E{t)' 
be positive definite for all t G Introduce the notation,
A : -  A -  BR~‘1Pt] Q : = Q -  PR~lP S  :=  BR~lB' -  9GG
L := G E ' ; A := A - L N ~ lC\ M :=  GG' -  LN~lL'; R :=  C 'N ^ C  -  9Q
and in terms of this the backward GRDE:
8
(3.3)Z +  A'Z + Z A -  ZSZ
and the forward GRDE:
£  =  £ a!  +  A t  -  £ r £
Define the quantity:
0*j :=  sup{0 e  R  : the GRDEs (3.3) and (3.4) admit nonnegative definite solutions 
Z and E, respectively, on [to,tf] such that the matrix I  — OtZ 
has only positive eigenvalues, for each t € [to, if] } ,  (3.5)
and for 0 <  0J, introduce the filter:
dx =  (A + e tQ ^ d t  + iB + S tP ^ d i + itC ' + ty N -'id y -C x d t)  (3.6)
with initial state z(io) =  ¿o* Letting x :=  ( /  -  0£Z)~lx, it can be shown (see Appendix B) that x 
is generated by the following dynamics:
dx =  ( A - s z ^ d t  +  i i - e t z y ^ B  + d tp ^ d t  + i i - e t z y ' i t c '  + ^ N - 1
(d y - (C  + OL'Z)xdt) (3.7)
where ti =  u +  R~l (B'Z +  P 7)®.
Let e :=  x — x and e :=  x — x. We will now restrict our attention to the class o f controllers such 
that the following process £(t) defines a martingale on [¿o,t/]:
C(i) =  exp{ / ' ( i ' g - 'G  -  e ' t - \ t C '  + L)N~lEdwt i  \G't-le
Jto 2 yto
-E 'N ~ \ C t  +  L ')£ -le\2 dt}  (3.8)
Hence, we define the set o f admissible controllers M i  to be all mappings \i\ : [to,tf] x V.y —► 7iu 
that are piecewise continuous in t and Lipschitz continuous in y, and further satisfying the given 
causality condition such that ( ( t) is a martingale on [to,tf].
The above condition will be needed in the application o f Girsanov Theorem [19] for a change 
of probability measures. A sufficient condition for this condition to be satisfied is the existence of 
positive constants 6 and k such that
P ie x p ^ lG 'X T ^  -  E ?N -\ C t  +  Z ,)E -1c|2} }  <  k, Vt € [to, tf ].
It is obvious that any linear control law renders this condition. We refer the readers to the recent 
book [19] for a thorough coverage of this topic.
Now, we prove the following result:
T h eorem  1 Consider the general finite-horizon LEQG problem described by (3.1), (3.2). Let 
Assumption A2 hold, and assume that Eo > 0, R(t) > 0, Q(t) — P(t)R(t)~lP(t)' > 0 and N(t) > 0. 
For each 9 < 0j, the optimal controller is given by
umi =  (*, V[to,t]) =  -R -\ B 'Z  +  P')(I -  0 tZ )’ lx =  -R ~ 1(B,Z +  P,)x (3.9)
+  0  =  0; z {t f)  =  Qf 
+ M; E(to) = Sq. (3*4)
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where x is generated by the filter (3.6), or equivalently, x is generated by the filter (3.7). The 
optimal cost can be written as:
Jig =  inf Jie(pi) =  x'0Z(to)(I — 0E o£(to))-1 *o — 7: ln{det(J — 0 E ( f / ) $ / ) }
+ f  Tr{tQ  +  (E C ' +  L )N ~ \ C t  +  L')Z{I -  9 tZ )~ l) dt (3.10)
Jto
Furthermore, the above controller is also conditionally optimal. 5
P r o o f  The differential equation for e is easily obtained to be:
de =  ( A - t C 'N - 'Q e d t - O t Q x d t - e t P u d t  + i G - i t C ' +  L)N~1E)dwt
Let $  :=  Z (I  — 0E Z )“ 1, and define
T (1,£,X ) :=  \e\ls . t +  |x|? = : T , ( t ,£) +  T 2(f ,x )
To derive the differential for T , we first obtain the differentials for T i and Y 2:
dTi =  g '-^ (is~ 1)s di +  2e'^E~1((A -  S -fft,Qx dt -  i'LPu
+ (G  -  (E C ' +  L )N -'E ) dw,) +  Tr -  E‘N ~ \ C t
+ i ' ) ) i s - l (G  -  (EC" +  W ' E )  dt if
Note that ^E“ 1 satisfies the following GRDE:
¿ ( j E - 1) +  ^ - ' ( A  -  E C N -'C )  + (A -E C N - ' c y i s - 1
+ Q +  ¿C'AT_1C  =  0
Hence,
dTi = - e ' d t - 'M t - 1 + Q + \c'N~1C)edt -  2e'Qidt -  2e'Pudt + 2e,\ t -\ Gu v 0
- ( E C  +  L)N~1E)dw,) +  Tr(G ' -  E 'JV '^ C E  +  L '))\ t~\G  -  (E C ' +  L)N~1E)dtif
It is proven in Appendix B that the matrix $  satisfies the following GRDE:
i  +  * (A  +  0EQ) +  (A  +  0 E Q )'f  +  Q +  W (E C ' +  L )N -'(C t  +  £ ') *
-((/ - e z t y 'p  + * b )r -1(p '(/ - )-* + b '9) = o (3.11)
This leads to the following expression for the differential o f T 2:
dT 2 =  - i ' ( Q  +  « f ( S C ' +  I )A r -1(CE +  I ' ) * - ( ( / - t f Z E ) - , f >+ * B ) R - 1( P '( /
- e t z ) - 1 + B'9))xdt + 2 x'*(B  + 6tP)udt + 2x'$(EC' +
+2x'*(EC' + L)N~xEdw, + Ti(E'N + X ')f(EC ' +
Thus, the differential for T  is, see Appendix B for details o f the derivation:
dT =  T riE 'lV -'iC E  +  iO i iE C ' +  iJ A r - 'E  +  i G '- E 'A r - 'iC E  +  i ' ) ) ^ - 1^9
- ( E C 7 +  L)N~lE )) dt -  (x'Qx +  2x'Pu +  u'Ru) dt +  |u|^  dt +  ^ (e 'E ~lG
_ I
-e 'E -1(EC' + L)N~xEdwt -  -IG 'iT 'i -  E,N ~ \ C t  + ¿ ')ir 'e| 2 dt (3.12)
9
5For a precise definition see [5], This property is also referred to as strong time consistency [20].
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Adding the identically zero quantity (2/0) dT —(2 /0 ) (T (t / ,£ ( i / ) ,x ( t / ) )  +  T(*o»£(*o)?£o)) to the
exponent o f Jie, yields after some re-arrangement:
Jie =  l*<4 +  + L )N -\ C ±  +  L') +  ^ ± -\ M  +  tC N ~ 1C t)d t
+-e ln {£ {exp {i| £ (io )| j-i -  +  5 £  I«1^d i}C ( i /) } }  (3.13)
Introduce a change of probability [19]:
dP
dP C M
(3.14)
The measure P  is a probability measure for all /z/ 6 Ad/, since C(t) is a martingale on [to»*/] by 
the definition o f M i.
Under the new probability measure P ,  the process Vt, defined by:
V, :=  w, -  / '(G'E-1« -  E 'N -^ C i  +  £')E_1e)
Jto
is a standard Wiener process starting at to, and it is independent o f xo.
It is straightforward to derive the following expression for the stochastic differential equation 
satisfied by y, under the new measure P :
dy =  (C  +  0L'Z)x dt + E dvt 
Hence, we conclude that
Y\0 :=  a{y, : t0 <  s <  t} =  <r{Ev, : t0 < s <  t}
and Y\0 is independent to xo, for each t € [*o,t/].
Let the expectation with respect to the probability measure P  be denoted by E. Then,
Jie := ^ln{£{exp{i|£(i0)||-1 -  ¿K*/)l|;(,,)-!_«}, I“ Ih* K ( 4/)}}
=  | ln {£ {e x p { i| £(io)||., -  ±|e(*/ )||(1/)_I_ w,/  +  \ j f  '  ! « & * } > }
=  | ln {£ {£ {e x p { i| £(i0)|2E- ,  -  ±|e(t/)||( ( i +  5 £
=  \ M ^ ie x p i^  l“ lf i* )^ {e x p {| k (io )lE -i  -  | l« (i/)l£ (1/ )-i_(K3i } l i 'to }> }
We will first obtain an expression for the quantity:
h  == ¿ { e x p i i K t o ) ^ - -  i|e(</)l|(1, } l ^ }
Toward that end, we first derive a differential equation for e in terms o f vt:
de =  (A + M t - ' ) e d t  + ( B - ( I - 9 t Z ) - ' ( B  + 9 tP ))id t + ( L - ( I
(E C ' +  L))N~lEdvt +  (G  -  LN~1E)dv,
Note that the processes {£«(}(,)< (<(, and {(G  — LN~*E)vt}tQ<t<tJ are independent, since (G  — 
LN~1E)E' =  0. Then, we can decompose e into e =  where
dè =  (À + M ± -')èd t + ( B - ( I - e ± Z ) - ' ( B  + BÌP))iidt + ( , L - ( I - 8 Ì Z ) - 1
( t C  +  L))N~1 E dv,
dé = ( À + M ± -')èd t + ( G - L N - 1E)dv,; e(t0) =
11
0 So D (t,y  ‘
. * (* /) .
» D (tj) # (« ,)
The process ê belongs to Y\!q and the process ê is independent o f Y ^ . Therefore, the process ê is 
the conditional expectation o f the process e given y |;J . The conditional distribution o f the vector 
[¿(to)7 c(f/)T >  given the measurement sigma-field Y\}o , is Gaussian with mean and covariance,
= : A, respectively,
" V I )  ^ V J )
where D(t) satisfies:
D =  (Â  +  ; D(t0) =  S0
and $ (t ) is the solution to the following differential Lyapunov equation: 
i  =  ( i  +  M Î T 1)*  +  *(Â  +  ATS“ 1)' +  M\ $ (t0) =  S0.
Hence, J\, can be evaluated as:
Jb = Jr2” (2x )n(det(A))1/ 2 ^ 2 |e(io)lS0“ 1 “ 2^*^  +
_ 1
2
+Â
f ¿(to)
[ *(«/) A - l
0
(S - 1 -6 Q i)ê (t { )
}dë(t0)dë(t1) = f
—1 •/ IL (2jr)»(det(A))1/ 2 ®XP  ^ 2
è(io)
« (< / )
Â - l
}dê(to)< ië(i/) = det(A)
where
A
$
- ê - ' i J S ô 1 +  Ê- 1 -  0Q , 
$  -  H E ô ' i ? '
T -1
*=</
Thus, the cost function can be written as follows: 
r*f
hi = |x<4+ (  1 Ti(ÿ(tC'+ L)N -\Ct + L') +  l t - \ M +  tC'N~1Ct)dt
Jto u
+\  ln(det(A)) -  i  ln(det(A)) +  | ln {i ;{e x p {|  f /  \*\r * } } }
>  |x0|| +  f "  T r (Î (Ê C ' +  iJJV-^CX: +  i ' )  +  +  tC 'N - 'C t )  dt
Jto v
+§!■(*) (3.15)
The controller (3.9) achieves the lower bound above, and hence is optimal. It is easy to see that 
the controller (3.9) is also conditionally optimal.
To show that the lower bound in (3.15) is indeed the same as (3.10), we first note that
det(A) =  det(So) d e t($ (i/))
and
1det(A) =
d e t iL ô 'D 'ê - 'O S ô ’ jd e tiS - 1 -6 Q ,)-1
Then,
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Jb =
det(E o)det(E (f/))
\ d e t ( I - e ± ( t ! )Qi )det(D(ti ))
From the differential equations for D{i) and E, we obtain the following differential equations for 
det(I?(i)) and det(E):
^ d e t (D )  =  Tt(j4 +  M il-1)det(D)
— det(E) =  -T r(2 A  +  M S '1 -  ZR) det(S)
Using these in the expression for Jb, and further substituting the resulting expression into (3.15), 
the desired result (3.10) follows.
This completes the proof. □
R em ark  1 We observe that the optimal controller obtained for the LEQG problem is precisely the 
central controller for the H°°-optimal control problem [2], The preceding Theorem also subsumes 
the main result of [5] as a special case, and obtains it under less restrictive conditions. □
R em ark  2 Theorem 1 also holds when Eo > 0, if we restrict the set of admissible controllers to be 
the set of linear controllers. This generalization can be proved via a standard perturbation analysis 
(by first replacing S 0 by S0 + pi, p >  0, and then letting p 10). □
3 .2  T h e  In f in ite -H o r iz o n  P r o b le m
To study the infinite-horizon case, we take A , B, G, Q, P , R, C , E to be time-invariant, and 
Qf =  0, to =  0. Consider the time-average cost function:
Jieoo(pioo) =  tlimQ In jjS  jexp  ^  Qf 1 (x'Qx +  u 'u )d ^ j j  j  (3.16)
Introduce two GAREs:
A Zqq -f- ZqqA ZqoSZoo Q =  0 (3.17)
and
SooA -f- iS o o  — Soo-ftSoo -j- M =  0 (3.18)
Define the quantity:
^/oo :=  sup{0 € R : the GRDEs (3.17) and (3.18) admit minimal positive definite 
solutions Zoo and S qo, respectively, such that the matrix I  — OltooZoo 
has only positive eigenvalues. }  (3.19)
For 9 <  9*Ioo, we introduce the filter:
dx =  (A + eZooQ^dt + iB + dZooP^dt + itooC' + ^ N - ' id y -C x d t )  (3.20)
with the initial state x(to) =  i 0- Let x :=  ( /  — ^SooZoo)“ 1^ ; then we can easily show, as in the 
finite horizon case, that x is generated by the following differential equation:
dx = (A -s Z o o ^ d t  + i i - e to o Z o o y 'iB  + otooP^dt + ii-e to o Z o o r 'ito o C '
+L)N -\dy  -  (C  +  9L'Zoo)x dt) (3.21)
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where u = u + R~l (B'Z00 +  P')x.
Suppose So > 0, but So <  Sooi then, the solution to GRDE (3.4) converges to S «  exponentially 
as t —► oo.
We will define the set o f admissible controllers M i  to be all mappings /¿/ : [0, oo) x H y 7tu 
that are admissible for every finite-horizon problem with initial time 0 and final time t / > 0, for 
all tf  £ R+.
Then, we have the following result:
T h eorem  2 Consider the general LEQG problem described by (3.1), (3.16), with the matrices A, 
B, G, Q, P, R, C, E being time-invariant. Let So > 0, R >  0, Q -  P R ^ P 1 >  0 and N > 0, 
and assume that the pairs (A ,B ) and (A,G) are controllable, and the pairs (A, C) and (A,Q) are 
observable. For each 0 < B*Ioo, if So <  Soo> then the optimal controller is given by
“ /CO =  +  / * ) ( / -  et^ Z oo )-1!  =  —R~l (B'Zoc, + P ) i  (3.22)
where x is generated by the filter (3.20), or equivalently, x is generated by filter (3.21). The optimal 
cost can be written as:
JlOoo ~ Urf JlOoo(Hloo)
UlooZMj
=  TjitooQ +  (SooC' +  L)N ~\CSoo +  L ^ Z ^ I  -  ¿Soo-Zoo)"1) (3.23)
P r o o f  By Theorem 1, we have the following relationships, for any admissible controller:
^ ■ ln  |E |exp ( j f V Q i  +  « ' « ) * ) ] } }  >  ±(x 'oZ‘> (0 )(I-  0 E o Z ''(O ))-l xo
- i l n { d e t ( / -  + f ‘  Tr(2 ‘ /Q  +  (S *>C + L)N ~\C±'i +  L')Z‘>
( i - e t ,i z ‘ i ) - 1)dt)
where Z** and S*f are the solutions to GRDE (3.3) and (3.4), respectively, on the time interval 
[0 ,t/]. Hence,
Jieoo(pioo) > TriSoog +  (SooC' +  L)N~\CS «, +  L ^ Z ^ I  -  B t^ Z ^ y 1) =  JmI6oo
since, Ztf converges to Z^  as tj —► oo and S^ converges to S qq as t —► oo exponentially.
To prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that the controller defined by (3.22) and (3.20), 
or equivalently, the one given by (3.22) and (3.21), achieves a performance level that is equal to 
Jieoo given by (3.23).
Let
Jli(P’Ioo) •— H '
S |exp [ ! ( j f  * {x'Q x + u’u) dt^ j j | J
j/oi^Ioo) • — H '
5 jexp [ f ( j f  f {x'Q x +  u'u)dt + x(t/),Z00x(t/)^j J j
Then, clearly J/^(/¿/oo) ^  «f/^(/^/oo)» and
JlOooiPloo) =  lim T~Jiq(PIoo) tj
Hence, we have
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t/—°o tf
By the proof o f Theorem 1, and in particular by (3.13), we have the identity:
•%(M/oo) = |iol|M + J'1 + L)N~\Ctx  + V) + + t^C'
■N-'Ctc)*  +  | ln {£ {e x p {i| £(i0)||_1 -
+ 5  * } « * / ) } >  (3-24)
where e :=  x -  x, e :=  x -  x, u :=  u +  i 2~1(B /Z00 +  /* )£ , # « , :=  Z « ,( /  -  tfEoo^oo)-1  and £(t) is 
defined by:
<(*) =  e x p { / ‘ (e'E - 'G  -  « ' ¿ - ' ( ¿ „ C '  +  L)N~lEdwt
f  IG 'È - 'e -  E'N~1(CSco +  ¿ 'J È - ’ el2 dt}
It is clear that, under the controller /ijoo» 35 defined by (3.22) and (3.20) (as well as (3.21)), the 
process £(i) is a martingale on [0, tf]. Introduce a change of probability:
dtP w . 
d P  “
Then, under the new measure,
■ #(#• /«) =  \io\lm + J ‘ , Tr(il00( t 00C  + L )N -\ C ta, + L ' ) + ^ ( M + ± 00C'
J V -* C S „)d i +  | in{£ {exp {| | e(i0)||_1 -  ± K < /)| | -._ tóJ } }
This leads to the inequality:
Jl6oo(f**Ioo) <  lim  T ~ J l o ( l i ì oo) 5s ^/0oo i /—•■OO ty
from which the theorem follows. □
R em ark  3 The Theorem can be generalized to the case when So > 0, if we restrict the set of 
admissible controllers to linear controllers, in view of Remark 2 and the independence of the solution 
on the initial condition.
4 Model Simplification under Perfect State Measurements
We now return to the original goal o f this paper, which is the derivation o f the optimal solution as 
£ —► 0, via model simplification. We first consider the perfect state measurements case, where we 
take a =  0. Toward the end of obtaining €-free solutions, we first decompose the system into slow 
and fast modes as in [12].
4 .1  T im e -S c a le  D e c o m p o s it io n  
S low  su bsystem
The slow subsystem is obtained by letting 6 =  0 and solving for x-i (to be denoted x2) in terms of
x\ = : xa, u = : ua, and under the working assumption A3:
x2 =  - A £ ( A 2 \xa +  B2u9). (4.1)
Using thi6 in the first equation o f (2.1), we obtain the reduced-order (slow) dynamics:
dxat — (Aoxat +  Bouat) dt +  G\ dwt (4.2)
where Ao :=  A n  — A 12A.J2 A.21, Bo :=  B\ — A12A22 B2* Using (4.1) also in the cost function (2.2) 
leads to the reduced (slow) cost (with X\ — xa):
| ln {£ {ex p [^ (| i,(i/ )|^Jll +  J +  + x'2Q2lx, +  \x2\%x
+|u.|2)d i ) ] } }  *  (4.3)
We introduce the following transformation to cancel out cross terms between xa and ua:
u, = (I  +  B ^ '22- 1«2 2 ^ -21fi2)1/2[u. +  ( /  +
•B'2A'22~lQ22A^2{(A2\ -  A22Qi2<22i)x.)] (4-4)
Then, we arrive at the following standard LEQG problem, which has no cross terms between state 
and control in the cost (see [12] for detailed derivations):
dxat =  (AoXgt + B0uat)dt +  G\ dwt; xa(t0) =  x i 0 (4.5)
=  | In [-E [exp  (|x,(</)|q / u +  J J (|x,|| +  |u,|2) d i ) ]  || (4.6)
The coefficient matrices above are explicit functions o f the parameter 0, and are written as:
Ao(0) =  A n  — A12Q2 2Q21 — (£12 +  -A12Q221 ^ 2 2 )^ 2 2  +  A22Q22 Am ) " 1
•(A21 -  A22Q2 2 Q21) (4-7)
Bo =  B0(I  + B,2A,22~1Q22A2iB2) - 1/2 (4.8)
Q =  Qll — Q12Q2 2Q2I +  ( 4^ 21 -  Q12Q22 ^ 22X ^22 +  A22^22 Am ) " 1
'(A2i “  A22Q2 2Q21) (4-9)
The above LEQG problem admits an optimal solution if the following GRDE
+ AqZs +  ZaA0 -  Za(B0B'0 -  0G\G\)Za +  Q =  0; Z9(tf ) =  Qfll . (4.10)
admits a nonnegative definite solution on [i0, ¿/]. Let us introduce So :=  BoB'0 — OGiG'i, which can 
be rewritten in terms of the original system matrices as follows (see [12] for details):
So =  Sn +  A\2Q22 A\2 — (S12 +  A12Q22 Am )(^22 4" A22Q22 Am )
\S2\ 4- A22Q22 4^ 12) (4-11)
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In view of this , let us define
0a :=  sup{0 € R  : the GRDE (4.10) admits a nonnegative definite
solution on [to,*/].} (4.12)
Then, the transformed LEQG admits an optimal solution if 0 < 0a. For 0 < 0t , let Zag be the 
unique nonnegative definite solution o f (4.10). Then, the optimal controller is given by
uao =  *•(*)) ~  (4*13)
Applying the inverse transformation o f (4.4) to (4.13) we obtain:
ua6 =  / ^ ( t , £#(*)) =  {~~B\Za$ +  B2{S22 +  A22Q22A22) 1((*^ 21 +  A22Q22 Ai2)Za$
“ (-421 -  A22Q22 Q21 )))*•(*) (4-14)
Fast su bsystem
To obtain the fast subsystem: let 1/  :=  x2 — ¿ 2, tt/ :=  u — ut and r  =  — 1, where we take t to 
be frozen, and t' to vary on the same scale as t. We define the fast subsystem and the associated 
cost (as in the standard regulator problem; see [21]) by:
— Xjr =  A22( f ) s /  +  B2(t) lijr; * /(0 )  =  Xf(t) (4.15)
Wf) = | { £ {exP [J (£V/ft.W + l«/lS) dT)\}} (4‘16)
This is a deterministic optimization problem, which admits a optimal controller that does not 
depend on the parameter 0:
“ / ( r )  =  / i / ( * / ( ’ ’ )) =  -B'2(t)Z1it)x‘J(T)
=> /!}(« ) =  P / '(* /(0 ) )  =  (* )* /(«) =  -B 'M Z j(t)(x i(t)  -  f a(t)) (4.17)
where Z /(t )  is the positive definite solution to the ARE 6
A22(t)Zf +  ZjA22{t) +  Q22(t) — ZjS22(t)Zj =  0 (4.18)
Substitute (4.1) and (4.14) into (4.17), to obtain
/^/^(t, ®(t)) =  —B2Zjx2 — B2ZfQ22(Ai2Za$ +  Q21 ~  A22(S22 +  A22Q22A22)
•((^ 21 +  A22Q22 A\2)Zae — (A 2i -  A22Q22Q2i)))xi(t) (4.19)
Also, to introduce the following Lyapunov equation, when the matrix A22(t) is Hurwitz:
A22{t)Zof +  Z0fA 22(t) +  Q22(t) =  0 (4.20)
whose relevance to our problem will be seen shortly.
6This A R E admits a positive solution if the pair (A22, B?) is controllable.
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4.2 Composite Controller
We now introduce the composite controller:
x )  =  x )  +  /*/« (i> z ) (4.21)
where p*e and /xj were defined by (4.14) and (4.19) respectively, for 0 <  0B. After some manipula­
tions, this composite controller can be rewritten as
f e e d ,* )  =  - B '
ZsO 0 *1
Zc Z f . x2
(4.22)
where
Zc ZjQ^^A-^ZtO +  Q21) “  ( /  +  ZfQ22 ^ 22X ^22 +  A22Q22 ^ 22) 1
•((*521 + A22Q22^12)ZsO -  (A21 -  A22^ 221^ 2l)) (4.23)
4.3 Performances of the Suboptimal Controllers
Now, we are in a position to study the performances attained by the composite controller and the 
slow controller.
T h eorem  3 For the singularly perturbed system (2.1)-(2.3) with the cost function (2.2), let as­
sumptions A1-A3 be satisfied, the pair fAssft), B2(t)) be controllable for each t 6 [0, T], and the 
following condition hold:
Qf22 <  where Z/(tf) is the solution to (4-18) att =  tj, with 0 fixed.
Then,
1. 0*(e) <  0a, asymptotically as c —► 0+ .
2. W6 < 0a, 3c# > 0 such that Ve € [0, e^), the GRDE (2.7) admits a nonnegative definite 
solution, and consequently, the problem has an optimal solution, and the optimal cost for the 
problem can be approximated by
rtf
Je(€) = xioZao(to)xio + / Tr(GiGiZs0 + G2G2Zf) dt + 0 (y/c) (4.24)
Jto
3. V0 < 0a, if we apply the composite controller to the system, then 3e^  > 0 such that 
Vc 6 [0,ej),
Jo := Jo(Ptf) = Jo(e) + O(Vc) (4.25)
4- V0 < 8a, if, in addition, the matrix An(t) is Hurwitz for every t 6 [to,tj], and we apply the 
slow controller p*e to the system, then 3Co > 0 such that Vc £ [0,6$),
Je :=  M t h )  =  Ji(*) +  I '1 TriG2G,2{Zof -  Zj)) dt +  O(yTe) (4.26)
Jto
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P r o o f  Under the assumptions specified, the result 1) follows from Theorem 2 in [12]. The same 
Theorem says that there exists an cq > 0, such that the full-order GRDE (2.7) admits a unique 
nonnegative definite solution, for e 6 [0, e#), which can be approximated by
Z.0(*) +  0 (V 5 ) <Z'(t) +  Z 'jT j)  +  '
< Z £ )  +  Z«*(r)) +  0 (^ /2 )  c(Z,(t) +  Z,b(r)) +  0 (^ /2 )
for all t 6 [t0, i /] , where Z^{t) and Z /t (r )  are boundary layer correction terms, and as r  —► —oo, 
they converge to 0 exponentially in the r  time scale. Thus, the result 2) is also proved.
For 3) and 4), we substitute the controllers and n*e into the full-order system to get the 
resulting control-free LEQG problems. The system, as well as the controllers, are in forms analogous 
to those o f [12]. Also, the solution to the LEQG problem is the same as the solution to the H°°- 
optimal control problem, except that here we have to compute the cost incurred by the optimal 
controller. Thus, using the detailed derivations that led to Theorem 2 in [12], we can establish 3) 
and 4). □
T h e in fin ite-horizon  case
We take A, B, D , Q to be time-invariant, and to =  0, Qj =  0, and adopt the cost criterion (2.17). 
We first decompose the system into slow and fast subsystems as in the finite-horizon case. The slow 
subsystem is obtained by setting € =  0 in the state equation and the cost function, which leads to 
x2 as in (4.1), the slow dynamics (4.2) and the following cost function:
2 e r*i
J.0oe(n.) =  t —  l n { £ { e x p [ - ( (.\x,\^ u +  x',Q12x2 + x'2Q21x, + \x2\q„
0 +|U.|2)d t ) ] } }  (4.27)
We introduce the transformation (4.4), as in the finite-horizon case, to arrive at the infinite-horizon 
LEQG problem with state equation (4.5) and cost function
• W « )  =  .Um, JJJ 1» { e  {exp  [| ( j [  ; (| * 4  +  |«,|2) * ) ]  } }  (4.28)
This problem admits a solution if the following GARE
A'oZb +  Z8Aq — Z3SqZ8 A Q — 0 (4.29)
admits minimal positive definite solution Z,#, such that the matrix Aq — SoZae is Hurwitz. Let us 
define
9aoo :=  sup{0 G R  : the GARE (4.29) admits a nonnegative definite solution.} (4.30)
Then, for 0 < 0aoo, the optimal control for the slow subsystem is (4.13), which leads to (4.14) after 
the inverse transformation of (4.4).
The fast subsystem is the same as in the finite-horizon case, except that it is now independent of 
the frozen time instance. We let Z / still be the solution to the ARE (4.18), and ZQj  be the solution 
to the Lyapunov equation (4.20) when A22 is Hurwitz. The optimal fast controller is the same as 
(4.19). Thus, the composite controller can be formed in the same way as in the finite-horizon case, 
which leads to (4.22) with stationary matrices. This leads to the following theorem:
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T h eorem  4 For the singularly perturbed system (2.1)-(2.3) with the cost function (2.17), let 
assumptions A1-A3 be satisfied, the pairs (Ao, Bo) and (A 22,i?2) be controllable and the pair 
{Aq,Q i\ -  Q12Q2 2 Q21) be observable. Then,
1. lime_ 0+ O c) =  esoo-
2. V0 < 0,oo, 3c0 > 0 such that Ve € [0, eg), the GARE (2.18) admits a positive definite solution, 
and consequently, the problem has an optimal solution, and the optimal cost for the problem 
can be approximated by
JSoo M  =  TjiG&Z'O  +  G2G,2Zf ) +  0 ( f e )  (4.31)
3. V0 <  0,oo, if we apply the composite controller p^ g to the system, then >  0 such that 
V e € [ 0,e j),
JSco := Jooo(Pd) = Jgo o ( € )  + 0(y/c) (4.32)
4 . V0 < s^oo t iff in addition, the matrix A22 i& ffurwitz, and we apply the slow controller p^ g to 
the system, then 3cg > 0 such that Vc € [O,?*),
JSoo :=  - W mI*) =  •& .(«) + 1HG2G'2(Zo/ -  Z ,)) +  O (v^ ) (4.33)
P r o o f  By Theorem 1 in [12], result 1) is follows, and there exits an eg >  0, such that the full- 
order GARE (2.18) admits a positive definite solution, for c € [0, €*), which can be approximated by
Z =  eZ& + 0 (c 3/*) eZ / +  0 ( ^ 2) * Corollary 2 in [15], we have that the matrix Ao -  SoZBg 
is Hurwitz for 0 <  09OO, which leads to 2).
For 3) and 4), we substitute the controllers p^ and p*e into the full-order system to obtain the 
resulting control-free LEQG problems. By the same reasoning as in the finite-horizon case, we can 
use the detailed derivations that led to Theorem 1 of [12] to establish 3) and 4). □
4.4 A Large Deviation Form
Now, we consider a large deviation form of the problem considered in section 2, which is the 
case when the system noise intensity asymptotically approaches zero. To formally illustrate this 
situation, we consider the following setup for the problem:
f  dxi -  (A n (t )* i +  A i2(t)x2) dt + Bi(t)u +  fG i ( t )dwtm, x i(0 ) =  x i O 
\ *dx2 -  (A 2i(t)x i -I- A22(f )x2 +  B2(t)u) dt +  y/êÇG2(t) dw; x2(0) =  x20
with cost function:
M frt)  ~ ^ ln{ E {exP [2J2 + Jt f(x’Q(t)x + u'u)dt)}}}
where £ is small scalar parameter to be varied. We will study the solution as f  —► 0. Note that the 
above problem is equivalent to the one considered in Section 2, if we introduce the substitutions:
0 ^ 5  Gt *- (4.36)
(4.34)
(4.35)
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Under assumptions A 1-A3, we know that the optimal solution exists, for each fixed e >  0, if the 
GRDE (2.7) admits a nonnegative definite solution on [to,*/], and the optimal solution is given by 
(2.8), which does not depend on the value of the parameter f . Thus, V9 < 0*(e), where 0*(e) is the 
quantity we defined in (2.9), the problem considered admits an optimal solution. The optimal cost 
is given by
j ;( e ,  0  =  x'oZ(0; e)x0 +  (■1 Tr(G.G'eZ(t; *)) dt (4.37)
Jto
where Z(t;e) is the solution to the GRDE (2.7). Hence, /£ (€ ,£ ) —► x'oZ(0;€)xo as £ -► 0.
Note that the solution depends on the value o f c explicitly. To obtain c-free solutions, we 
decompose the system into slow and fast subsystems as in the previous subsection. The slow 
subsystem is obtained by setting € =  0 in the state dynamics, as well as in the cost function. After 
applying the transformation (4.4), we arrive at the standard LEQG problem (4.5)-(4 .6), but under 
the substitutions (4.36). This problem admits an optimal solution if the GRDE (4.10) admits a 
nonnegative solution Zag on [to»*/]* We define the quantity 9, in exactly the same way as in (4.12). 
Hence, VO < 08, the slow LEQG problem admits an optimal control (4.13). Applying the inverse 
transformation of (4.4), we obtain the slow controller (4.14).
To obtain the fast subsystem, we use the same notation as in Subsection 4.1. The fast dynamics 
is the same as (4.15) and the cost function is the same as (4.16) under the substitutions (4.36). 
Then, the optimal control is given by (4.17), where Z /  is the positive definite solution to ARE
(4.18) . Substitution of (4.1) and (4.14) into (4.17) yields the fast controller, which is precisely
(4.19) . We also introduce the matrix Zc/  to be the solution of Lyapunov equation (4.20).
Then, we form the composite controller as in (4.21), which leads to (4.22). We now summarize 
the result below, as a corollary to Theorem 3:
C orolla ry  1 For the singularly perturbed system (4-34), (2.3) with cost function (4-35), let as­
sumptions A1-A3 be satisfied, the pair (A22(i),J?2(i)^ be controllable for each t 6 [to»*/], and the 
following condition hold:
Qf22 <  Z /( t / ) ,  where Z f(tf) is the solution to (4-18) at t =  tj, with 0 fixed.
Then,
1. 0m(e) < 0a, asymptotically as € —► 0+ .
2. VO < 0a, 3eo > 0 such thatVe 6 [0, Co), the GRDE (2.7) admits a positive definite solution, and 
consequently, the problem has an optimal solution, and the optimal cost can be approximated
by
./,•(€,{) = x'iOZ.i(0)iio + i 2 Ti{G\G\ + GiG'2Z,)dt + O(v'f) (4.38)
Jto
3. V0 < 0a, if we apply the composite controller p.*c6 to the system, then 3e!e > 0 such that 
V« € [ 0, 4 ),
m )  ~  M u le ,0  = re( t ,() + 0 ( V^) (4.39)
4. V0 < 03, if, in addition, the matrix ^ 22(*) is Hurwitz, Vi 6 [O»^1]» and we apply the slow 
controller p*e to the system, then 3le > 0 such that Ve G [0, ),
21
J¡(t) :=  M M )  =  •/?(«, 0  +  0 (£ 2) +  O (v^) (4.40)
□
T h e in fin ite-h orizon  case
Consider the system described in (4.34), with A, B , 2?, Q time-invariant, and t0 =  0, Qf =  0. 
Furthermore, take the cost function to be as follows, to replace (4.35):
^ «o o (^ i)  =  (Umo ^ - l n ( £ ; ( e x p  ( j f  ' (x'Q(t)x +  t i 'f i ( i ) t i )d i) ] } }  (4.41)
Assume that (A e, He) is controllable, and (At,Q) is observable for every c > 0. For each € >  0, 
the problem admits a solution if GARE (2.18) admits a minimal positive definite solution and the 
optimal controller is given by (2.19) independent o f the parameter £ as in the finite-horizon case. 
Note that the equivalence of this problem and the one considered in Section 2 is still true under the 
substitutions (4.36), where we define the quantity O^fe) the same way as in (2.20). The optimal 
cost is given by
Jo« ( c ,  0  =  t 2Tr(G€G'eZ(t; e)) (4.42)
where Z (c ) is the solution to the GARE (2.18). Hence, JJoo(c> 0  —1► 0 as £ -*• 0.
To obtain e-free solutions to the problem, we decompose the system into slow and fast subsys­
tems. The slow subsystem is obtained by setting e =  0 in the state dynamics, as well as in the cost 
function. After the same transformation as (4.4), we arrive at the standard LEQG problem with 
state equation (4.5) and cost function (4.28) under the substitutions (4.36). This problem admits 
an optimal solution if the GARE (4.29) admits a positive definite solution Z,q, such that the matrix 
Ao -  SoZao is Hurwitz. We define 9aoo the same way as in (4.30). Then, for 0 < 0aoo, the optimal 
control for the slow subsystem is (4.13), which leads to (4.14) after the inverse transformation of 
(4.4).
The fast subsystem is the same as in the finite-horizon case; thu6, the optimal control is given 
by (4.17) where Zj is the positive definite solution to ARE (4.18). Substitution o f (4.1) and (4.14) 
into (4.17) yields the fast controller, which is exactly (4.19). We also introduce the matrix Z0/ to 
be the solution o f the Lyapunov equation (4.20).
Then, the composite controller is formed as in (4.21), leading to (4.22). To summarize:
C oro lla ry  2 For the singularly perturbed system (2.1)-(2.3) with the cost function (4-41), let 
assumptions A1-A3 be satisfied, the pairs (Ao, Ho) and (A 22, H2) be controllable, and the pair 
(Ao, Q\\ — Q12Q2 2 Q21) be observable. Then,
1. lime_*0+ ^ ( c )  =  03OO.
2. V0 < 09OO, > 0 such that Ve g [0, €$), the GARE (2.18) admits a positive definite solution,
and consequently, the problem has an optimal solution, and the optimal cost for the problem 
can be approximated by
Ji«,(< ,£) =  f 2( Tr(GiG\Z,e +  G2G’2Zj) +  O (vG)) (4.43)
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3. V0 < 0aoo, if we apply the composite controller to the system, then 3e'e > 0 such that 
V ee  [0,€i),
J£»(€) ~  Jeoo0& ,i) = •/*»(«.« + 0 ( { 2^ )  (4.44)
4- VO < 0JOO, »/, in addition, i/ie matrix A22 is Hurwitz, and we apply the slow controller p*e to 
the system, then See > 0 such that Ve € [0, €&),
Jloo(t) := - W / ^ , 0  = j ;* ( « .0  + 0(£2) (4.45)
□
5 Model Simplification under Imperfect State Measurements
We now turn to the noisy state measurements case. As discussed before, the parameter values 
are taken as a =  (3 =  1/2 in this case. Again, we first decompose the system into slow and fast 
subsystems.
5.1 Time-Scale Decomposition 
Slow subsystem
The slow subsystem is obtained by letting dx2 =  0 and solving for X2 dt (to be denoted x2 dt) in
terms of x i, u, dwt and under the working assumption A3:
¿2 dt =  -A J 21(v/cA2i Zi dt +  B2U dt +  y/eG2 dwt) (5-1)
Using this in (2.1) and denoting y, :=  y, we obtain:
dx 1 =  ((A n  +  0(<ye)xi +  — A ^ A ^ 1-^)**) dt +  (G i +  0(y/e) dwt\ (5-2)
*i(*o) = *10
dy.\ =  ((C n  +  0(y/e))xa — C12A22 B2U) dt +  (E\ +  y/eCwA^ G2) dwt; (5-3)
yi(fo) =  0
dys2 =  (V*(C21 — C22A22 A21 )z , — C22A22 B2U) dt +  y/e(E2
—C22A2^G2)dwt; y2(fo) =  0 (5.4)
Jie{p.) =  \ ln{f7{exp[^(|x,(i/)|g +  0{e) +  f  / (|*,|JU -  2x ;g i 2x2 +  x,2Q2ixa
+ l* a lL  + H  *)*)]}} (5*5)
For each c > 0, measurements (5.3) and (5.4) are equivalent to the vector measurement y, 
defined by
Vs ■=
V,i
+  G2tA22 B2U (5.6)
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Now set e =  0 in (5.2), (5.5) and (5.6) to arrive at the slow subproblem in terms o f xa := x\, 
wt, u and y „  with ¿2 =  reduced (slow) dynamics:
dxa =  {A u xa +  Bqu) dt +  G\ dwt\ xa(tQ) =  x i 0, (5.7)
slow measurements:
dya =  Coxadt +  E adwt; ya(to) =  0, (5.8)
and reduced (slow) cost function:
+ \U \2I + B i A g ' Q n A £ B 7) d t ^ } }
where
Co := Ci — C2A22 A21] E  ^:= E  — C2A22G2
By Theorem 1, the solution to the slow LEQG problem exists if
(i) the following backward GRDE:
Za0 +  Ä'aZae +  ZaoÄa — ZaeSaZ9e +  Q» =  0; Zao{tj) =  Qj\i (5.10)
where
Äa :=  A11 + Bo(I+B '2A ;t'Q 22A £B 2rlB,2A2l,Q2i 
S,(0) :=  Bo(I+ B '2A2}'Q22A2}B2)-1B'o - 0 G 1G'1 
Q. :=  Q11 -  Qi2A £B 2(I  +  B,2A2i,Q22A^B2T1B,2A2i,Q2i
admits a nonnegative definite solution Zao(t) on [fo>*/]»
(ii) the following forward GRDE:
¿«0 = + TttßÄ, — E aoRaYia0 + Ma\ Ejö(io) = Son (5.11)
where
Ä, :=  A n - G i - E ^ ^ C o ;  R, :=  C0N D~1C<> -  9Qu 
M, :=  GxGt! - G XE 0 N ° -1E°G1'-, N °-.= E ° E °
admits a positive definite solution ES0 on [to,t/], and
(iii) the solutions to (5.10) and (5.11) satisfy the spectral radius condition:
I  — 9Hae{t)Zae{t) has only positive eigenvalues Vf € [fo»*/] (5.12)
Hence, let us introduce the quantity:
9ja :=  sup{0 6 R  : the GRDEs (5.10) and (5.11) admit nonnegative definite
solutions on [to,*/], and further satisfy (5.12).} (5.13)
For 6 < 9ia, the slow LEQG problem admits an optimal controller, given by:
i^a — A /«(^ ÿafio.i]) =  ~(-f +  B2 A22 ' Q 22 ^ 22 B2 ) ~1 ( Bq Za$ -  3 ^ 2 2 ^ 21)^3 (5.14)
dxa =  (All + BQu + 0G1Gl'Z *)xadt + { I - 9 Z aêZaê) - l(T:aBCo + G1E * )N u
(dya — Cqx, dt — E^SG\ Za0Xa di)\ xa(to) = (I  — 6Hao(to)Za0(to)) 1x io  (5.15)
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Fast subsystem
To obtain the fast subsystem: let x j  :=  X2 — x2 =  *2 +  ¿ 22-^2t*/,, uj := u — ua, yj y — ya and 
t =  Lj—, where we take t to be frozen, and f  to vary on the same time scale as t. In terms o f the
equivalent measurements:
» /  :=  [ \^n ] (5.16)
we define the fast subsystem and the associated cost, respectively, by:
dx\r =  ( ¿ 22(0 * /  +  B2(t)t*/) dr +  G2du;T; x^(0) = Xf(t) (5.17)
dy)  =  C2X/ dr +  Edwr\ y }(0) =  0 (5.18)
A so iti)  =  £  ( j f  d * / ! « » « )  +  l“ /l  I * ) * )  (5.19)
This is a risk-neutral LQG problem, which is independent of the parameter 0. It admits an optimal 
controller:
« / / ( ’ ■) =  »/(-<*,,r]) =  - B i ( i ) 2 / ( l ) i / ( T) (5-20)
dx‘f  =  (¿22 -  S-nZj)!) dr +  E¡C^N^idy) -  C2i )  dr) (5.21)
where Zj and S /  are the nonnegative definite solutions to the AREs:7
¿ 22( 0 ^ /  +  ZfA22(t) +  ^ 22(f) ”  ZfS22(t)Zf =  0 (5.22)
and
¿22(02/ 2/A22(0 +  ^ 2(0^2(0 — E/i?22(^)2/ = 0 (5.23)
Transforming the control policy /¿¿y back to the t time scale, we obtain the fast controller:
“7/ = /*// = A*/ (*/(0)) = -B'2(t)Zf(t)xj(t) (5.24)
edi/ = (^ 22 — Si i Zj )x jdt + T.iC'2N -l ( v  -C ji/d i); xj(to) = xi(to) (5.25)
yj2
Also, we introduce two Lyapunov equations, when the matrix ¿ 22W  is Hurwitz:
¿ 22(0 ^0/ +  ZQfA 2 2 (t) +  Q 22M  = 0 (5.26)
¿ 22(0 ^ 0/ +  ^ /¿22(0 + £*2(06*2(0 = 0 (5.27)
which, as we will shortly see, are relevant to the problem under consideration.
7These AREs admit positive definite solutions if the pair (A 2a(t), Bi(t)) is controllable and the pair (A22(0> 
is observable.
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5.2 Performance of Suboptimal Controllers
We now address the performance evaluation under the slow controller and the composite controller 
(to be defined), when applied to the full-order system, and the resulting degree of suboptimality 
with respect to the optimal performance o f the full-order system. Toward this end, we first simplify 
the slow controller (5.14)-(5.15) using some straightforward algebraic manipulations that can be
found in [13] (derived in the context o f the corresponding i f 00-optimal control problem):
uml9 =  +  (5.28)
dxa =  (A, -  S,Zte)xt dt + Bq(u -  umIa) d t+ (I  -  6 'Ea$Zae)~1('Ea0C'1 -I- Y'C'2)N~l(dya 
- ( C i  -  1 +  0G2G[Za$))xa dt); xa(to) =  ( / -  O H ^ ^ Z ^ to ) ) -1  x\o (5.29)
where
Y  :=  YiE,* +  y 2; V := V lZa0 +  V2
Y\ 1=  “ (-R22 +  ^22(C2C2)” 1d22)” 1(f22l +  d 22(C 2C 2)“ 1d 2l )  (5.30)
Y2 :=  —(R22 +  d.22(C 2C 2)“ 1A22)"'1A22(C 2C 2)” 1C 2C i (5.31)
V\ :=  ""($22 + A22Q22 A22) ^(S2\ + A22Q22 A12) (5.32)
V2 := — (£22 +  A22^ 221^ 22)~1A22^ 221^21 (5.33)
Substituting (5.6) into the above expression with u =  u*Ia, we obtain the following alternative form 
for the slow controller:
=  rt.(t,y[to,t]) =  - (B iZ «  + B'2V)x:  ^ (5.34)
di‘.  =  (A, -  S,Z,s)x‘, dt + ( I -  6Z,eZ,e)-\Y.,iC'l +  Y'C2)N - l( [ dy[ ^dy'2 ] '
- (C 2,A22lB2(B[Z.e + B'2V) +  Cj -  C2A £ (A n  +  eG2G\Z.e))x\ dt);
f j f o )  =  ( /  -  S’£,e(to)Z,e(to))~1Xio (5.35)
Before deriving an expression for the composite controller, let us introduce the notation:
X  :=  X ^ o  +  X x  U := U iZ ad + U2
X\ :=  (C 2C 2)- 1A21 — (C 2C 2)- 1A22(-R22 +  A22(C 2C 2)“ 1A22)"”1
(■R21 +  A22(C 2C 2)“ 1A2i)  (5.36)
X 2 :=  {G2G2)~lG2G\ — {G2G2)~l A22(R22 +  A22(G2G2)~l A22)~l
A,22(C 2C /2) - 1G2C 1 (5.37)
U\ :=  Q22 A12 ~ Q22 A22(S22 + A22Q22 A22) 1 (S2\ + A22Q22 ^12) (5.38)
U2 :=  Q22 ~~ Q22 2^2(^ 22 + A22Q22 ^22) * A22Q22 Q21 (5.39)
Then, combining (5.24) and (5.34), we have the composite controller expressed as:
u/c = »[io.il) := /*/.(*> »[io.t]) + **//(*> y[t0.t])
=  - (B [Z ae + B ^ V ^ -B ^ Z jx )  (5.40)
where a differential equation representation for xa can be obtained by substituting (5.6) with u =  u*Ic 
into (5.29):
dxca =  (Aa- S aZae)xcad t-B o B ,2Zsx) +  {I-O T :aeZao T \ yLa6 C [+ Y ,C'2)N-1
( [  «Vi ] ' -  (C2tA ^ B 2(B[Z3e +  B'2V) +  Cx -  +  0G2G[Za0))xca dt
G2cA22 B2B'2Zjxcj); xa(to) =  ( /  — 0'Lae(to)Zao(to))~1x\o (5.41)
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To obtain the differential equation governing x^, we let
yftdyfi \ftdyi
dyf2 dy2
—C2*
—  \/c(G 2cA 22 B 2{ B \ Z a0 
2 2 ( ^ 2 1  +  6 G 2G ' i Z ag ) ) x ‘
+ B’i V) +  Ci 
dt)
and
x 2 =  - A 2 2 B 2u ] M =  - I f x J
and substitute the above into (5.25):
edxy =  (A22 — S22Zf)xcf dt +  E jC2N *(£ \/cyi y2 ] — y/z{C2iA22 B2(B[Zag -f- B2V ) 
+Cl - C 2A2l (A 21 + OG2G'1Zao))xct d t ) -C 2xcf dt); xef (t0) =  x20 +  U(t0)xes(t0) (5.42)
T h e in fin ite-horizon  case
We take A , G, C , 22, Q to be time-invariant, and t0 =  0, t/ =  00, =  0 and adopt the cost
criterion (2.17). We first decompose the system into the slow and fast subsystems as in the finite- 
horizon case. For the slow subsystem, we can follow the same steps as in the finite-horizon case, to 
arrive at the slow dynamics and measurements, which are the same as (5.7) and (5.8), except that 
the system is now time-invariant. The cost function associated with this slow subsystem is
2  Q rtf
J1.0oo(nis) =  —  (|x,|£n -  2x'aQi2A2jB 2u
+ IuIj+ B ^ 21'Q22^ 21B2)  ^ (5-43)
This infinite-horizon LEQG problem admits an optimal solution, by Theorem 2, if
(i) the GARE:
AaZae +  ZagAa — Za$SaZag +  Qa =  0 (5.44)
admits a minimal positive definite solution Z#$,
(ii) the GARE:
Aa5ja0 4- TtagAa — -j- Ma =  0 (5.45)
admits a minimal positive definite solution Ea$, and
(iii) the solution of (5.44) and (5.45) satisfy the spectral radius condition:
I  — 0T,agZae has only positive eigenvalues. (5.46)
Introduce the following quantity, as the counterpart o f (5.13):
0/«oo :=  sup{0 6 R  : the GAREs (5.44) and (5.45) admit minimal positive definite
solutions, and further satisfy (5.46).} (5.47)
Then, for d < 0/JOO, the optimal controller for the slow subsystem is precisely given by (5.14)-(5.15).
The fast subsystem is the same as (5.17)-(5.19), except that the system matrices are independent 
of t. It is again a risk-neutral LQG problem. The optimal controller is then given by (5.20) - (5.21), 
which depends on the solution to GAREs (5.22) and (5.23). Transforming it back to the t time
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scale, yields the fast controller (5.24)-(5.25). We also introduce the two Lyapunov equations (5.26) 
and (5.27), which play a role in the performance evaluation in the sequel.
Further manipulations lead to the slow controller pmIa, in exactly the same form as (5.34)-(5.35); 
and the composite controller p*Ic given as in (5.40), (5.41) and (5.42).
The main results o f this section are now given in Theorem 5 and 6 below, which provide 
expressions for the performances o f the full-order system under full-order, slow and composite 
controllers, and establish their asymptotic optimality (asc —► 0), in the infinite and finite horizon 
cases, respectively.
T h eorem  5 For the singularly perturbed system (2.1) with a =  0 =  1/2, and under cost function
(2.17):
1. For each e > 0, */ the pairs (At,B t) and (A e, Gc) are controllable, the pairs (Ae,C e) and 
(A e, Q) are observable, and the matrix Nc is invertible, then VO the optimal cost
for the full-order LEQG problem can be written as:
^rtco(i) =  TXSooO +  (f i - 1 +  tf(¿»o -  SZooEooZao))-1« /  -  OZooSooW
( /  -  OSooZco) +  ZooB .jB X ) )  (5.48)
where the matrix H«» is the unique positive definite solution to the following Lyapunov equa­
tion:
(a < -  s j « , )  nK + n„ ( 4  -  z„s< )  + ( / -
( I - e Z ^ t n ) - '  = 0  (5.49)
2. Let assumption A3 be satisfied, the pairs (AU,B 0), (Au,G iG[ -  ) and
(A22,i?2) be controllable, and the pairs (An, Go), (An,Qn -  Q12Q22Q21) and (¿22* ¿2) be 
observable. Then,
». lime_ 0+ 0mIoo(e) =  0Iboo.
ii. V0 < Qisoo, there exists eg > 0, such that V0 <  € < eg, the GAREs (2.18) and (2.22) 
admit minimal positive definite solutions, which can be approximated by
Z w  _ z* + 0(y/î) t(Zfif + vy + ck«3/2)
°°{ > [ £ (ZfU + V) + 0(<?!2) (Z ; + 0(<?'2)(5.50)
and
S o o (e ) = (5.51)£  ,e +  (KJt)yftCZjX +  Yy  + OW  V ?(S ,A - +  y )  +  0 (€ ) E ,  +  0 (v ^ )
Furthermore, I  — 0Eoo %oo has only positive eigenvalues.
Hi. V0 < Qiaoo, there exists eg £ (0, eg], such that V0 < € < eg, the Lyapunov equation (5-49) 
admits a positive definite solution, which can be approximated by
ñ o o (€ ) = (5.52)/  0 n 3g + o ( ^ )  0{y/i) i  - u '-u  i \ [ o(y/i) n / + G(v^ ) j [ o  1
where II is the unique positive definite solution to the following Lyapunov equation: 
(A , -  SaZag)UBg +  IU (A ; -  ZagSa) +  ( /  -  OX.gZagr'd'LaO^ +  Y'C'2)
■N-'iCi’Z.e + C2Y) +  X'G2G’2X )(I  -  »Za E,« ) " 1 =  0 (5.53)
and 11/ is the unique positive definite solution to the following Lyapunov equation:
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(An -  B2B'2Zj)Uj + n, ( ^ 2 -  ZjB2B2) + Z,C'2N -1C2^ 1 = o. (5.54)
it). V0 <  #7<001 VO <  £ <  £«, the optimal cost for the full-order LEQG problem can be 
approximated by:
Jhoo(() = 7H2 .*«n + (n;/ + e(zri -  e z ,ez ,ez ^ ) r 1((z ,eBl + v 'b 2)
(B[Z*  + B'2V) + ( I -  6Z,eZ ,e)Qu (I -  BZrfZ.e) - ( I -  6Z.sZ,e)Qu U 
-U 'Q 2i ( I -  8Z * Z .s) + U'Q22U) + Z jQ n
+n/(<3aj + ZjB2B'2Z,)) + 0(s/e) (5.55)
v. VO <  Oisoo , if the composite controller is applied to the system, then 3 ^  > 0 such 
that Ve € [0 ,4 ),
JlOoo :=  ^/tfooWcfl) =  JieooM +  0(V*) (5.56)
vi. VO <  0jMoo, */, *n addition, the matrix A22 ** Hurwitz, and the slow controller p*Ia6 is 
applied to the system, then 3ee >  0 such that Ve 6 [0, e$),
Jhoo : =  ^ /f l o o ( / i ; , i )  =  J h o o M  +  T r(£0fQ22  -  £ 7 ^ 2 2
- n / ( Q 22 + Zf B2B,2Zf )) + 0(y/e) (5.57)
P r o o f  We first substitute the optimal controller (2.25) and (2.26) into the full-order system, 
for any 0 <  0}00(c), to obtain the following control-free infinite-horizon LEQG problem in terms of 
xe :=  [x1 x']' and w:
dxe =  ~  Bt B't Zqc
( /  -  OtooZoo^tooC'.N^C, At -  StZoo -  (J -  OÉooZco^ÉcoC'N^Ct
'x ‘  d t +  ( I -  B S ooZco)-1^ C'NrE] dWt
:=  F?xe dt + Ge dwt (5.58)
J‘ ‘ ~  = 4 U { £  { exP [ {  C  X'’H'X‘ di] }  }  (5-59>
where
H ‘ : =  0 Z ^ B 'B ' j « ,  ]  ( 5 ’6 0 )
and xe(to) is a Gaussian random variable with mean and variance:
Exe(t0) = X 0
( /  — Ot^Zoo) 1X q = : xg; Var(xc(f0)) =
£0 0 
0 0
= : 0 i
To compute Jj0oo explicitly, we associate with above system a fictitious measurement:
dye =  dvt] ye(t0) =  0 (5.61)
where vt, or yc, is a standard Wiener process independent o f the initial condition and wt. 
Then, the two GAREs associated with this problem are:
oo +  E«, Ft +  É o o ^ G fÉ o o  +  He =  0 (5.62)
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and
¿7000 +  0 o o i7 ' +  0 o o ^ c0oo +  GetGet' =  0 (5.63)
It is shown in Appendix B that the minimal solutions to these GAREs are
z»1 Z -1 1-1
© o o  =
z - l (Z o o -t fZ o o E o o Z o o J ^ + A -1
- É “ 1 +  BZoo 
'-1
n - l
r-l+  eZoo — oZqq +
where A qo is the unique positive definite solution to the Lyapunov equation:
(5.64)
(5.65)
( /  -  eZcotooXA’, -  * , £ „ ) ( /  -  +  A oo (/ -  tfEooZco)_1( ^  -  Soo-R.)
( /  -  9Eco2oo) +  Z00BiB'cZ00 =  0 (5.66)
Furthermore, the matrices F* +  and Fec/ -f 0i7e0oc are Hurwitz.
We note that J©^,1 is the maximal solution to the GARE (5.62), since F* +  OG*Ge/Q<» is 
an anti-stable matrix. Thus, by Theorem 5 o f [22], we have J©^1 > Ha,. It is easily seen that 
©oo > ©o- Hence, we obtain
Jhoo =  Tr(©oo H‘ )
in view of Theorem 2. Using a matrix inversion identity, we obtain (5.48). Hence, part 1) is proven.
The GARE (2.18) also arises in the singularly perturbed i7°°-optimal control problem, whose 
approximate solution has been studied extensively in [12]. Here, due to the factor yfk multiplying 
A 21 and G2 , these two matrices.do not play any role in the GARE (5.44), nor in the the zeroth order 
approximation of the solution. Thus, GARE (2.18) admits a minimal positive definite solution, 
which is approximated by (5.50), for sufficiently small e if 0 < 0iaoo.
To study the behavior o f the solution of GARE (2.22), we first partition Eqo as follows (in a 
way consistent with the given partitioning on Eo):
Soon ^€Eool2 /e
V~&oo21 ¿0022 1 J
where E0012 =  ££»21- Then, substituting o f this structure into GARE (2.22), we obtain the following 
coupled matrix Riccati equations for the matrices Eooii> ¿0012 and ¿ 0022*
AiiEooil +  V^^-12^ 0012 +  ¿oollA i! +  V^Z>ool2^\2 +  G iG [ — ÊoollÆ«llËooll
— Êool2^c2lSooll — SoollÆel2Ë!»l2 “  S oo12-R«22S!»12 ~  0 (5.68)
^11^0012 +  yA^12^oo22 +  Sooll-^21 +  Ê00I2A22 +  G\G'2 — fÉoollF€ll£ool2 
” ^0012^21^0012 “  ^ooll^£l2^oo22 ~  ^00 12^22^0022 =  0 (5.69)
€A 2lË ool2 +  A 22S 0022 +  €^ !xd12^21 +  ¿oo22^22 +  G 2 G 2  — €2È'(X>l2R cii  ¿ool2
“ ^0022^621 Sool2 — ^0012^12^0022 ~ ^0022^22^0022 =  0 (5.70)
The above set o f equations are the same as (2.26)-(2.28) o f [13] for e —► 0 (except for certain 
obvious modifications), which permits us to apply the results of [13] to the present case. Hence, 
for 0 < 6iaoo, (5.68)-(5.70) admit solutions for sufficiently small e, which can be approximated by
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Soon =  2,0 4- 0(y/e), S 0012 =  A 'E /  +  Y' +  0(y/e) and ¿0022 =  2 /4 -  0(y/e). Thus, the solution to 
(2.22) can be approximated by (5.51), for sufficiently small c and for 9 < 0/aoo.
Furthermore, for 9 <  0j#oo and sufficiently small e, the matrix I  — B^00Z<x> can be approximated 
by
I  ~ 0%soZae 4" 0(y/e) 0 (e)
O(v^) X +0 (v«)
Hence, it can have only positive eigenvalues. Thus, part 2.**) is proved.
Fix any 9 > 9iaoo; then, either one of the GAREs (5.44) and (5.45) does not admit any positive 
definite solution, or the matrix I —6T>aeZae has at least one negative eigenvalue. The former implies 
that one o f the GAREs (2.18) and (2.22) does not admit any positive definite solution for sufficiently 
small c, by the result o f [12], which further implies that 0 > 9mIoo(e). The latter implies that the 
matrix I  — 0'ZooZoo has at least one negative eigenvalue for sufficiently small e, which again implies 
that 0 > 0joQ(e). Hence, 0 > dmloo(€) for sufficiently small e, 'id >  9iaoo- Thus, part 2.t) is also 
proved. _
Let T = I  0 U I , and IIoo =  THqoT '. Then, premultiplying (5.53) by T and postmultiplying
it by T' yields the following Lyapunov equation for n ^ :
t (a , -  s , z co)t ~1uco +  i u r ' K  -  Z ,» +  -
( / - iZ o o S o o ) _1T ' =  0 (5.71)
Note the following approximations for e € (0, €0], which are easily obtained in view of the approxi­
mations for Zoo and ¿ 00:
T(At -  StZ„1 = Ä. -  S.Z.6 0 (1 )O (^ f) 1(A 22 -  +  O ( ^ )
T(I  -  -  eZooSoo)-1 ^
La +  0 (V ? )  0 (^ - )
o ( ^ )  iV jC LN -'C tE , +  0 ( j  
L, = (I — #s ,4z ,î ) -1((e .î c ; + + c2y ) + x ‘g 2g ‘2x )
( I -0 Z ,e  E .« ) -1
(5.72)
(5.73)
Suppose that Hqo takes the form H iioo  V ^ H i2  00
v^naioo n 22oo
into the Lyapunov equation (5.71)^o arrive at the following equations for H u«,, n^oo and n 22oo:
(5.74)
, where n 2ioo =  n i2oo, and substitute it
(Aa — SaZae)Hlloo 4- HUoo(Äa — SaZae)' 4- La 4- 0(-v/c) =  0 (5.75)
n UooO (l) 4- n 12oo(A22 -  B2B'2Zf) 4- 0 (1 ) 4* 0(y/€) =  O (5.76)
(A 22 — B2B2Zj)U.22oo 4- n 22oo(A22 — B2B,'1Zf)' +  T,jC^N'1 C2Z1 j  +  0(y/l) — 0 (5.77)
Then, it follows that Hnoo =  n ,0, n 22oo =  11/ and some Hi2oo (which exists) solve equations 
(5.75)-(5.77) at e =  0. By a further application of the implicit function theorem [23] as in the proof 
of Theorem 1 of [12], the solutions to (5.75)-(5.77) are approximated by H n ^  =  n s0 -I- 0 (-v/e), 
n 22oc =  11/4- 0(y/e) and n i2oo =  0 (1 ), for sufficiently small e. This then completes the proof of 
part 2.in’).
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A mere substitution o f (5.50), (5.51) and (5.52) into (5.48) yields the desired result (5.55) 
(detailed algebraic manipulations can be found in Appendix B), which proves part 2.iv).
Now substitute the composite controller n*Ic into the full-order system to arrive at an infinite- 
horizon control-free LEQG problem. Let
Xf :=  X2 + Uxl
xa : =  [ i f , i f '  +  yfac/x {l  -  ez^ , a ) - 1 , x) ' , x}']
In terms o f the state variable xe, this LEQG problem can be written as:
i l l  +  0(V*)0(1 ) 1 G\ +  0(V ?) ]dxc = [ £ O f  +  0 ( l ) j0 ( ^ ) +  i i ? t  +  0 ( ^ ) J
:=  F£xc dt +  G\ dwt
== ^  {exp [5 C  îc,(hc+ } }
dwt
where
i i l  =
i f .  =
O f =
Hc =
n il
'22 —
"11
( /  -  tfS.sZ . , ) - l ((S.sCl +  Y'CJN-'C, + X'An )
-B\B\Z,b- BiB'jV -  AnU
F „
Â, -  S.Z.e -  ( /  -  9£,eZ,e)-1((Z',eCl1 + Y'C^N^C, +  X'An 
+8X'GiG\Z,i)
A22 —B2B2 Zf
Z/CiN-'Ci A22 -  B2B'2Zf -  E /C ^N ^C a
G\
(I -  0E rfZrf)-l ( * #<7a +  (E S*C; +  Y'C^N^E)
G2
E sC'2N -lE
* f i  0(1)
0(1) Rh
Q11 -Q nU
-V Q 21 (Z,eBx +  V,B2)(B1Z,g +  B'2V) +  UV2 2 U
Q 22 0
0 ZjB2 B2 Zj
(5.78)
(5.79)
(5.80)
(5.81)
(5.82)
(5.83)
(5.84)
(5.85)
(5.86)
(5.87)
(5.88)
(5.89)
The derivation of the above is fairly straightforward in view of Lemma 1.
The initial state xc(0) is a Gaussian random vector with mean Xq and covariance Eg, given by:
xc0 :=
yc —¿JQ 
¿10
(I — ^Eaô^aô)_1^10 +  0(y/l)
¿20 + U(I — 0'LagZag)~XX\o 
¿20 +  U(I — OEsoZag)"1 ¡¿10
Eon ° ^ + 0 ( € )  O (v^)0 0
O (v^ )
E022 0 
0 0
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To evaluate the cost Jj6oo, we associate a fictitious measurement (5.61) with this LEQG problem, 
where vt, or ye, is a standard Wiener process independent o f the initial state and wt.
Then, the two GAREs associated with this problem are:
and
i f  +  H + È^SGlGt'È^ + B C = 0
f t  ©So +  +  ©So eH +  G\GC' =  0
(5.90)
(5.91)
It is shown in Appendix B that the minimal solutions to these GAREs exist for 0 < 0i3oo and 
sufficiently small e, and can be approximated by
Zh + o (V ?)  o (c )
0 (c )  cSS2 +  0 (cv*)
-1
—oo “
z:c _
-1 1  —
—22 —
z 7e Z*
Z,o ~ 9ZaeJla$Zte) 1 +  A , /  
Zj 4- A  /  —A /
- A /  A  f
A ,e(I -  9XaeZ,e)-\À8 -  E -  0£.*Z,*) + ( /  -  9Z*E .,)( i ; -  £ .£ ,* )(/
-A Z ^ E .* ) - ^  4- (Z*Bi + 4- ajV) + U'Qn U = 0
A / ( A22 — E /R 22) +  A /(^22 — R22S /)  4- ZjBiB^Zf =  0
_ 0 i i + O ( V i )  _ O (v^)
0(V*) ®22 +  O (v^)
0 ‘  =  OO
©Si =  
©22 =
y - l 02.« -  £ 7 /
02.« -  £ ."/ £7/ -  02.« + n }1 
£ /  +  n  i i /
n / n,
-1
(5.92)
(5.93)
(5.94)
(5.95)
(5.96)
(5.97)
(5.98)
(5.99)
Furthermore, the matrices F? +  dGlG^E^ and F£' 4  OH0®^  are Hurwitz. By Theorem 5 of [22], 
the matrix /  — 0 0 ^  E ^ has only positive eigenvalues.
Obviously 0 ^  > 0 q. Hence, by Theorem 2, Jj6oo =  T r (0 ^ ^ c). Some straightforward algebraic 
manipulations lead to part 2.v).
Now substitute the slow controller fimIa into the full-order system to arrive at an infinite-horizon 
control-free LEQG problem. Let
x)  :=  x2 + Uxa
x "  := [x;, x-' + ^ i x y x ( [ - e z .eT..e) - ' , x^
In terms o f the state variable xa, this LEQG problem can be written as:
*?1 +<>(y/€) 0(1) , G t+ 0 (V ? )
(5.100)
(5.101)
dxa = ^(7?)+ 7A22 4* O (^ )  * dt+ ^ G 2 + 0 ( 1)
=  Faxa dt 4- G\ dwt
:= $ZL W, ln {£ (exp [5 f  iC'(H‘ + 0(^ ))fC<ii]}}'10 oo
dwt
(5.102)
(5.103)
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where
Ha = * f i  0 (1 ) 
0 (1 )  Q22 (5.104)
and Ffly G\ and Hh are as defined in (5.82), (5.85) and (5.88). The derivation for the above are 
straightforward in view of Lemma 1.
The initial state x*(0) is a Gaussian random vector with mean Xq and covariance given by:
Xq : —
¿10
(I  — OHoZa0)~1xio  +  0(y/e) ; S S := ---
---
--
1
M
°
o M
o
 o +  0 (V ? ) 0(y/ê)
¿ 2 0 +  U(I — OHoZa0)~1Xio 0(VT) Eq22 +  0(y/ê) m
To evaluate the cost we associate (as in the composite controller case) a fictitious measure­
ment (5.61) with this LEQG problem, where v*, or yc, is a standard Wiener process independent 
o f the initial state and wt.
Then, the two GAREs associated with this problem are:
F f  +  Ë^Ff +  Ê^G IG I'È^ + Ha =  0
and
(5.105)
F&'oo +  QtoFc" +  QloO H’ Qle +  GIG? =  0 (5.106)
It is shown in Appendix B that, if A22 is Hurwitz, the minimal solutions to these GAREs exist for 
0 < 0ia00 and sufficiently small e, and can be approximated by
_ -Û  + o(S<) 0 (£)“ oo 0 (£) eZ0/ + 0 (& 2)
03 - ®Sl + 0 (y/ë) 0 (V?)woo 0 (V ‘ ) ^of +  0 (y/e)
(5.107)
(5.108)
where and 0 f j  are as defined in (5.93) and (5.98). Furthermore, the matrices F* +  0G\Gat,'E.aoo 
and Fa> +  OH9®l0 are Hurwitz. By Theorem 5 of [22], the matrix I  — 0Qaoo’E.aoo has only positive 
eigenvalues.
Hence, by Theorem 2, Jj6oo =  . Some straightforward algebraic manipulations lead
to (5.57). This completes the proof o f the Theorem. □
T h e  fin ite-h orizon  case
In this subsection, we establish the finite-horizon counterpart o f Theorem 5.
T h eorem  6 For the singularly perturbed, system (2.1) with a — (3 =  1/2, and under the cost 
function (2.2):
1. For each € > 0, */ Nt(t) is invertible Vi € [ i / , i / ] ,  then V0 < O^e), the optimal cost for the 
full-order LEQG problem can be written as:
Ji$(€) =  x'0Z(t0)(I -  0XoZ(to))-lxo +  Tr{tQ +  ( f t - 1 +  0(Z -  O Z tZ ))'1
Jto
( ( /  -  e z t )Q (I  -  e tZ )  + ZB,B’tZ) -  i ( ln (d e t ( / -  e t ( t s)Qi))
-  ln(det( /  +  eil(Z -  6QI ±(tj)Q / ) ) ) )  (5.109)
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where the matrix ft is the unique nonnegative definite solution to the following Lyapunov 
differential equation:
ft =  (A c -  Se2T)fi +  ft(A'e -  ZSe) +  (J - e±Z)-1±C'eNr1CtZ(I -  9Z t)~ l (5.110)
with ft (to) =  0.
2. Let assumptions A1-A3 be satisfied, the pair (A22, B2) be controllable, and the pair (A22, C2) 
be observable Vt € [to,t/]. Then,
£(*;<0 =
(5.111)
(5.112)
i. lim supe_^ 0+ 9}(e) < 9Ia.
ii. V0 < 9jb, there exists ee >  0, such that VO < c < to, the GRDEs (2.7) and (2.11) admit 
nonnegative definite solutions on [to,t/], which can be approximated by
zu- A -  f z“  + < Z/U + v  + + o(<?i2)
y ’ ’  [ £(ZfU +  V +  Zd,) +  €(z, + Z,t) +  0 ( fV 2)
and
X.0 +  0(y/t) V ^ (S /X  +  Y  +  Ee*)' +  0 (c )  '
yfe{LsX  +  Y  +  Ed,) +  0(e) E / +  E/* +  0 (V ? ) 
tyAere Z c*(t ), Z /* (r ) are boundary layer terms at tj, and E ^ r )  and E/&(r) are boundary 
layer terms at to, and they converge to zero exponentially in the r time scale. 
Furthermore, I  — 0EZ has only positive eigenvalues Vt 6 [to,t/].
Hi. V0 < 0j3, i/tere exists e$ G (0 ,eg], suc/i thatVc, 0 < e <  €$, t/ie Lyapunov equation (5.110). 
admits a unique nonnegative definite solution on [to,tf], which can be approximated by
(5.113)
(5.114)
/  0 ’ 11,0 + o(^ t) 0(yft) /  -ur
-U  I o (V ? ) n /  + ii/* + o(v^) 0 1n M  =
on the time interval [to,tf +  elne], and by
n(£) = +  0(y/c) 
0(1)
0(1)
0(1)
on the time interval [t/ +  eln e, tj], where TLag is the unique nonnegative definite solution 
to the following Lyapunov differential equation:
n,* =  (A, -  SaZ,e)nse +  n a6(A'a -  ZaeSa) +  ( /  -  0XaeZao)’ 1((XaoC,1 +  Y'C’2)
N - l {Cx?:ao +  C2Y ) +  X'G2G'2X )(I  -  9ZaoE ,*)“ 1; IU (to ) =  0 (5.115)
and 11/ ¿s the unique positive definite solution to the Lyapunov equation (5.54), and II/& 
is a boundary layer term at to, which converges to zero exponentially in the r  time scale.
iv. V0 < 9ja, VO < e < e$, the optimal cost for the full-order LEQG problem can be approx­
imated by:
Jje(€) — S’ioZ*(to)(I -  ^SonZ3i(to ))_1xio  +  J Tr(ll3gQii +  (II^1 +  9(Zsg
^ Z ^ o Z ^ T W r i B x  +  V'B2)(B[Za6 + B'2V) +  ( /  -  9ZagZag)Qn 
( /  -  9Y.aeZae) -  ( /  -  9Za§Eat)Ql2U -  U'Q2l(I  -  9XaeZ3g) +  U'Q22U) 
+ E /Q 22 +  n / ( g 22 +  ZjB2B2Zf))dt -  - ( ln (d e t ( / -  £ao(tf)Qfn))
-\n(det(I + dU36(tf)(QfU -9Q jii'L 3g(tf)QfU)))) + 0(y/€) (5.116)
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v. WO < Oia, if the composite controller pmIc0 is applied to the system, then >  0 such that 
We € [0, c*),
J'u == ce) =  -Hei') + 0 (S ‘ ) (5.117)
tri. WO < Oja, iff *» addition, the matrix A22 is Hurwitz fort  € [to,tf], and the slow controller 
p*Ia6 is applied to the system, then Ses > 0 such that We £ [0, ce),
J}e := Jio(n*i8e) == Jîo(€) + J  Tr{L0fQ22 — E/Q22
- n / ( Q 22 +  ZsB2B,2Zf )) dt +  0{>fe) (5.118)
P r o o f  We first substitute the optimal controller (2.14) and (2.15) into the full-order system, 
for any 0 < 0J(e), to obtain a control-free finite-horizon LEQG problem. In terms o f xe and w, 
the LEQG problem has the state dynamics (5.58) (with time-varying coefficient matrices) and the 
following cost function:
Jie =  ~ ln  j-E jex p  ^  (x e\tf )Qef xe(tf ) + xe'Hexe dt') J||
where
and xe(to) is a Gaussian random vector with mean and covariance given respectively by:
(5.119)
(5.120)
Exe(t0) xo(I  -  O Z i to ^ - 'x o xg; Var(xe(i0)) =
E0 0 
0 0
To evaluate Jj0, we associate with the above system a fictitious measurement (5.61), where vt, 
or ye, is a standard Wiener process independent o f the initial state and wt.
Then, the two GRDEs associated with this problem are:
É +  Ff'Ê +  ËFf +  Ë0GecGe'Ë + He =  0; S (t /)  =  Q) (5.121)
and
6  =  +  0oo F ?  +  0 o o ^ c0oo +  GeGet'; Q(t0) =  0g (5.122)
It is shown in Appendix B that the nonnegative definite solutions to these GRDEs are, respectively,
e z - 1 Z“ 1
“  z - 1 (z  -  o z t z y 1 + A - 1 (5.123)
s - 1 .¿ - 1  + e z
—Ê-1 + oz  Ê ^ -é iz  + n- 1 (5.124)
where A is the unique nonnegative definite solution to the Lyapunov differential equation:
À  +  ( ( /  -  9 zt)(A [ -  ReÈ )(i -  e z é ) - 1 + e t z )~ '  ) ( /  -  e t z ) ) L  + Â ( ( /dt
- e t z ) ~ l (At -  ±R c)(i  -  e t z )  + j ( ( i  -  e t z )~ l) ( i  -  e t z ) )
+ZBtB'tZ =  0; À ( i / )  =  0 (5.125)
and these solutions further satisfy the spectral radius condition. Hence, we obtain
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Jh = iS'H(t0)( / -  «©SHCio))-1!^ + /* ' Tr(§«,*• ) ± ln(det(/ -  BQ(t,)Q)))
by Theorem 1. After some straightforward algebraic manipulations, we obtain (5.109), which 
completes the proof o f part 1).
The approximate solution to GRDE (2.7) has already been studied in [12]. Here, due to the 
factor y/l multiplying A2\ and G2, these two matrices do not play any role in the GRDE (5.10), 
as well as in the zeroth order approximation of the solution. Thus, GRDE (2.7) admits a unique 
nonnegative definite solution, which is approximated by (5.111), for sufficiently small e if B < Bja.
To study the behavior o f the solution of GRDE (2.11), we first partition E as in (5.67) and 
substitute^ it into GRDE (2.11). This leads to the following matrix differential equations for the 
matrices ¿ n ,  ¿12 and ¿ 22:
Eh  =  - i^ i ¿11 +  y/lA\2 >^\2 4- ¿ 11^11 -f ^ ¿ 12-^ 12 +  GiG'i — S i i ^ i i S n  
— Ei2Re2lSii — SllRtl2^i2 ~  Sl2-fte22Si2» ¿ l l ( fo )  =  ^011 (5.126)
€¿12 =  cAnEi2 +  y/cA\2^22 +  ¿ l l A 21 +  ¿12-^22 +  G1G2 ~ ^¿li.R€i ^ i 2
—€ ¿12^621 ¿12 — ¿11-RC12E22 “  ¿12-Re22S22i ¿12(*o) =  S ()12 (5.127)
€¿22 =  ^21  ¿12 +  -^22^22 +  *¿12^21 +  ¿22-^22 +  ^2^2 “  ^¿12^11^12
—€¿22^21 ¿12 — ^ ¿j2-R«12^22 ~  ¿22^22^22» ¿22(*o) =  ^022 (5.128)
The above set o f equations are the same as (2.16)-(2.18) o f [13] for € —► t) (except for certain obvious 
modifications), which permits us to apply the results o f [13]. Hence, for B < Bia, (5.126)-(5.128) 
admit unique solutions for sufficiently small e, which can be approximated by ¿ n  =  Ea$ +  0(^/e), 
¿12 =  X 'E /  4- Y' +  Eci +  O (v^) and ¿22 =  E / 4- E/& 4- 0(y/Z). Thus, the solution to (2.11) can be 
approximated by (5.112), for sufficiently small € and B <  6ja.
Furthermore, for B < Bja and sufficiently small €, the matrix I  — BY, Z can be approximated by
I  — BYa0Zsq 4* 0(\/^) 0 (c )
0(y/€) I + 0(V~t)
Hence, it can have only positive eigenvalues Vt E [to,tj]. Thus, parts 2.*), it) are proved.
To derive an approximate expression for Jjd, we first obtain an approximate form for fi on the
time interval [to, tj], as in the infinite-horizon case. Let T =  
satisfies the following Lyapunov differential equation:
n  =  (T(At -  ScZ)T~l 4- T T -1 )n  4- H(T-V(A'C -  ZSt)T' 4- T~v Tt) +  T(I -  BYZ)'1
Y,C[N~lCt(I  -  B Z i)-1!" ; H(*o) =  0 (5.129)
Note the following approximations for € € (0, e0] and t E [io>*/ +  cIn e], which are again easily 
obtained in view of the approximations for Z and ¿ :
I  0 
U I , and n  =  TILT1. Then, n
T{At -  5eZ )T _1 4- dotTT_1 = Aa -  SaZaV 0 (1 )7(^22 -  B2B'2Zf) +  O ( ^ )
T (7 -  BY,Z)-lY,C[N-lCt{I -  BZY)~lT
La +  Lab 4- 0(y/e) ^ ( Z '6 +  0 (1 ))
+  0 (1 ))  \ZsC2N -xC & s +  Lfb +  O ( ^ )  
L, = ( I -  BYaeZag)-\ ( i :aoC[ +  F 'C ^ A T ^ C iE *  +  C2Y) +  X'G2G'2X )  
( I -B Z a0Z « r l
(5.130)
(5.131)
(5.132)
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, where H21 =  n'12, and substitute it into the
where L,b, La and L/b are boundary layer terms at io» and they converge to zero exponentially in 
the r  time scale.
Suppose that II takes the form SlJ
y/cU.2i n 22
Lyapunov equation (5.129) to arrive at the following differential equations for IIu , II12 and n 22 on
[to,tf + fine]:
rin  =  (A , — SaZ,e)Hu +  En (Aa — SaZa&y + La + Lab +  0(y/e)
CÓ12 =  n u o ( i )  +  n i2(A 22 — B2B2Zj) +  0 ( 1) +  o(y/e)
éU.22 =  (A 22 “  -®2-®2^ / ) n 22 +  n 22(A 22 — B2B2Zf)' +  TjfC2N~lC2^jf +  Lfb +  0(y/e)
If there are no boundary layer terms L,b, La and Lfb, then, clearly Hu =  11,«, n 22 =  11/ and some 
II12 (which exists) solve (5.75)-(5.77) at c =  0; by a further application o f the implicit function 
theorem as in the proof o f Theorem 2 o f [12], the solution to the above set o f equations can be 
approximated by IIu =  II,« +  0(y/e)1 II22 =  11/ +  II/& +  0(y/e) and IIi2 =  0 (1 ) , for sufficiently 
small 6.
We now note that with the boundary layer terms Z,&, La and Lfb, the above approximation 
forms for H u , IIi2 and II22 are equally valid. The reason is the following. The matrix A22- B 2J92Z / 
is Hurwitz for each t G [to»*/] (see [24]). Since they converge to zero exponentially in the r  time 
scale, the boundary layer terms La and L fb will induce only additional boundary layer correction 
terms to the solutions o f II12 and II22, which also converge to zero exponentially in the r  time scale. 
The term La will induce only 0 (c )  correction terms to H u. Then, the matrix ft is approximated 
by (5.113) on the time interval [*o»*/ +  fine].
On the time interval [*/ 4- c ln c ,* /], we note the following approximation forms:
0(1) 0(1)
0 (1 )  \{A22- B i BllZi - B i B'i ZJI,) +  0 { ^ )
tC'cN - 'C c(I -  O Z i) -1
L, +  0 (V i )  0 ( ^ j )
O ( ^ )  I S /C y v - 'C z E /  +  O ( ^ )
n n  II12 where II12 =  IT^- Substitution o f this structure into
Aj — S,Z =
( i - o t z ) - 1
(5.133)
(5.134)
H21 II22
differential equations for IIu , IIi2 and II22:
Take II to be o f the form 
(5.110), yields the following
f lu  =  0 ( l ) f t n  +  0 ( l ) f t 21 +  ftn O (l)  +  ftx20 ( l )  +  0 (1 ) 
cfti2 =  f tn O (l)  +  ft12(A 22 — 5 2B2Z / — 4- 0 (\ /c)
cfi22 — 0 ( l ) f t i 2 +  (A 22 — B2B2Zf — B2B2Z/b)fi.22 +  fi2iO (l )  +  ft22(-<422 — B2B'2Zf 
-B2B'2Zfby  + 0 ( l )
(5.135)
(5.136)
(5.137)
Since Z/b converges to zero exponentially in the r  time scale, there exists a ttt, where t/ — ta =  0 (c ) , 
such that, V* G [*/ +  clnc, t0], all eigenvalues of the matrix A22 — B2B2Zf — B2B2Zfb have negative 
real parts that are strictly less than an c-independent constant Am < 0. Thus, by the linearity 
o f the differential equations (5.135)-(5.137), we conclude that ftn , fti2 and ft22 are of 0 (1 ) on 
[*/ +  clnc, t j .
On the time interval [t0,t /] ,  the state transition matrix for the system of differential equations 
(5.135)-(5.137) is o f 0 (1 ), and the input to this system is o f order 0 (| ). Thus, the growth for f t n ,  
II12 and Il22 on this time interval is o f 0 (1 ).
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Hence, the matrices f in ,  f in  and U22 are 0 (1 ) 
time interval, which implies that
fin(t) =  fin(t/ +  clnc) +  O(v^) =  Kao(tf
This then proves part 2.*«).
A mere substitution o f (5.111), (5.112), (5.113) and (5.114) into (5.109) yields the desired result 
(5.116) (detailed algebraic manipulations can be found in Appendix B), which proves part 2 .it;).
To prove part 2.r), we substitute the composite controller into the full-order system to arrive 
at a control-free LEQG problem. Let xcj  and xc be defined as in (5.78) and (5.79). In terms o f the 
state variable xc, this LEQG problem can be expressed as:
on [*/ +  € In €,*/]. Thus, f in  is o f 0 (1 ) on this 
+  cln c) +  0(y/e) — n«^(t) 4- 0(-v/c)
dxc =  F?xcdt +  Gcdwt (5.138)
Jje ^ ln j#  jexp ^  (x c\tf )Qcf xc(tf ) + J J  xc,(Hc +  0(y/ê))xc dt^ j||| (5.139)
where
Qef =
Qju 0 
0 0 + 0 (€)
0(e)
0(e)
eQf22 0 
0 0
(5.140)
with initial state xc(to) being a Gaussian random vector with mean xg and covariance £§ giyen by:
xo
y c —Zjq  
*1 0
(I -  02onZa0(to))'"1iio  + 0 (^ i) 
¿ 2 0  + U(to)(I — 0Eon£j0(*o))_1*io 
¿20 + C^ (^ o)(^  -  ^SoilZaô(io))_1ÎlO .
Son 0 
0 0 +  0(e) 0(^1)
o (V t)
E022 0 
0 0
Again, the derivation o f the above involves a simple application o f Lemma 1.
To evaluate J\Q, we associate a fictitious measurement (5.61) with this LEQG problem, where 
vt, or ye, is a standard Wiener process independent o f the initial condition and wt.
Then, the two GRDEs associated with this problem are:
E +  F ’^EC +  ZCF? +  Ec9GceGc' t c + Hc =  0; Ec(tf ) =  Q) (5.141)
and
0  =  F?QC +  0 ci 7 ; +  GC9HCQC +  GctGcJ\ 0 c(io) =  SS (5.142)
It is shown in Appendix B that the nonnegative definite solutions to these GRDEs exist on [to,*/] 
for 9 < 9ja and for sufficiently small e, and can be approximated by
77c _ = u  +  0 (J i) 0(e)
0 (e) { (-22 +  =%) +  0 ( ^ )
0 C - ' ê î j  +  o i i / t ) o ( v ? )V/ —
0(t/ê) 022 +  0 /fe +  0(y/e)
(5.143)
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(5.144)
(5.145)
where S f j,  E£2, 0 ^  and 0|2 are as defined by (5.93), (5.94), (5.98) and (5.99), except that A ae 
now satisfies the Lyapunov differential equation:
A.8 +  A . « ( ( / -  e^ .eZ,e) -\ A , -  Z .,R .)(I -  eZ.sZ.n) +  j t {(I  -  «Y.,eZ .e r v)(I
+ ((/ -  ez,flS,fl)(A' -  ¿.s.«)(/ -  ez^s. , ) - 1 + ( /  -  ez.ex.t,)jt((i
S ^ )_ l ))A.fl +  (Z.flBi +  V'B-l ){BxZ.t +  B^V) +  U'Qn U =  0 (5.146)
with terminal condition A ao(tf) =  0, and and Qjb are some boundary layer terms at tj and to, 
respectively, and they converge to zero exponentially in the r  time scale.
Furthermore, as it is shown in Appendix B, the matrix I —OQE can have only positive eigenvalues 
for all f G [to,tf] and for sufficiently small e.
Hence, by Theorem 1, the cost JjS is can be expressed by
*S'Sc(t0)(J  -  0S qEc(1o) ) -1 *o +  Tt(QcHc) d t - - e ln (d et(/ -  9Qc{t1)Q )))
Some straightforward algebraic manipulations lead to part 2.u).
Finally, we substitute the slow controller into the full-order system dynamics to arrive at a 
finite-horizon control-free LEQG problem. Let x j and x* be defined as in (5.100) and (5.101). In 
terms of the state variable x*, this LEQG problem can be written as:
dxa =  Fac xadt + G\dwt
Jib :=
where
Q‘i  =
H £
[exp
» r
1 Q /l l 0 '
L 0 0
O(e)
(5.147)
| In ( i ?  (  ( ¿ " ( i / ) Q / i ’ ( i / )  + j f  ' x+ 0 (V l))x c d i) j j  j  (5.148)
+ 0 (c) 0 (t) 
€Qf22
(5.149)
with initial state xa(io) being a Gaussian random vector, with mean Xq and covariance Eg given 
by:
X q  : —
*10
(I  — 0EoiiZa0(fo))-1 i i o  " b  O (^ f) ; £ £ : =
Son 0 
0 0 +  V(f) O ( v ^ )
*20 +  U(to)(I — ^Eoii^ jô( îo))”’1îio 0 (^7 ) Sq22 .
The derivation for the above is straightforward in view of Lemma 1.
To compute the cost ju  explicitly, we again associate a fictitious measurement (5.61) with this 
LEQG problem, where i?<, or ye, is a standard Wiener process independent o f the initial state and 
wt.
Then, the two GRDEs associated with this problem are:
E +  Fa,Ea +  EaFa +  Ea6GatG\'Ea +  Ha =  0; Ea(tf ) =  Q) (5.150)
and
0  =  FaQa +  QaFa/ +  Qa0HaQa +  GaeGa/; Qa(t0) =  Eg (5.151)
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It is shown in Appendix B that, if A22W  is Hurwitz Vt E then these GRDEs admit nonneg­
ative definite solutions on [to, t j] for 9 < 9ja and for sufficiently small c, which can be approximated 
by
_
©* =
H $,+0(V?) 0(e)
0(e) +  +
ê î i  +  0 ( v ^  0 ( v 9
O (v^ ) E „/ +  ê j t +  0 (v ^ )
(5.152)
(5.153)
where E^b and 0^fc are some boundary layer terms at ty and to» respectively, and they converge to 
zero exponentially in the r  time scale.
Furthermore, the matrix I  — 0 0 E has only positive eigenvalues for all t E [£o> */] and for 
sufficiently small e.
Hence, by Theorem 1, the cost is can be expressed by
xS'S*(io)(/ -  tfESE'iio))-1!?  + J*’  Tr(0 'JT*) - i  ln(det(/ -  #©*(</)<?}))
Some straightforward algebraic manipulations leads to part 2.tn).
This completes the proof o f the Theorem. □
5.3 A Large Deviation Form
We again consider a large deviation form of the problem under noisy state measurements. The 
system under consideration is
dx 1 =  (A n (t)x i +  A\2{t)x2 +  Bi(t)ut)dt + {Gi(t)dwt; x\(t0) =  x io  
< *dx2 =  (c1^ 2A2i(t)xi +  A22(t)x2 +  B2(t)ut) dt ■+■ €1/ 2^Gf2(f) dwt] X2(to) =  X20
dyi =  (£ n (* )* i +  £ 12(0 * 2) dt +  £Ei(t) dvt; yi(t0) =  0 
¿ 2/2 =  (*1/2C 2i(0*i +  £ 22(0 * 2) dt +  €1/2£E2(t) dvt; j/2(^o) =  0
with cost function
Jio(v i , 0  =  ~^~ln {-^  |exp (x'tjQfXt, + JJ(x'Q (t)x  +  u 'u )d ^ j j  j
where the initial state xo is a Gaussian random variable with mean ¿0 and variance £2Eo, and £ is a 
small scalar parameter to be varied. We will again study the solution as the parameter £ —► 0. This 
problem is equivalent to the one considered in Section 3, if we introduce the following substitutions:
0 ^2 » & €; Et <— £Et\ So <— f 2So (5.156)
Define the quantity 0j(c) exactly as in (2.13). Then, for any 9 < 0J(e), the problem admits an 
optimal controller, given by (2.14) and (2.15).
The optimal solution to the full-order problem again depends on the value of € explicitly. To 
obtain €-free solutions, we decompose the system into slow and fast subsystems. The slow subsystem 
can be obtained in the same way as before. Under the substitution law (5.156), the slow LEQG 
problem is again described by (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9). This leads to a definition of 0j, exactly as 
in (5.13). For any 9 < 0/a, the optimal controller for the slow subproblem is exactly (5.14) and 
(5.15). The fast subsystem is again (5.17), (5.18) and (5.19), under the substitution law (5.156). 
Thus, the fast controller is exactly the same as (5.24)-(5.25). Hence, we can form the slow and
(5.154)
(5.155)
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composite controllers p*Ia and p*Ic as before. The slow controller is as in (5.34) and (5.35), and 
the composite controller pmIc is exactly given by (5.40), (5.41) and (5.42).
This all then leads to the following corollary to Theorem 6:
C oro lla ry  3 For the singularly perturbed, system (5.154) under the cost function (5.155):
1. For each e >  0, if Nt(t) is invertible Vi € [*/,*/]> then, VO <  0J(e), the optimal cost for the 
full-order LEQG problem can be rewritten as:
JU<\ 0  =  i'aZ(to)(I -  e u z ( t a)) - 'io  +  0 ( i s) (5.157)
2. Let assumptions A1-A3 be satisfied, the pair (A 22, B2) be controllable, and the pair (A22, C2) 
be observable Vi 6 [to»*/]* Then,
i. lim supe_>0+ 0 /(£) <
ii. VO < $iM, VO < € < e$, the optimal cost for the full-order LEQG problem can be approx­
imated by:
JJeteO  =  2\oZ*e(to)(I -  0Qon^«0(*o))-1 ®io +  0(Z2) +  O W i) (5.158)
Hi. VO <  6ia, if the composite controller pmIcB is applied to the system, then 3eJ > 0 such thatVc€[0,4 ),
Tie :=  Tie(fiicff) =  Jig(e; f ) +  0 (V * ) +  0 ( t 2y/e) (5.159)
iv. VO <  6is, if, in addition, the matrix A22 & Hurwitzfort € [to>*/]> and the slow controller 
fi*Iag is applied to the system, then See >  0 such that Ve € [0, eg),
Jie := Jie(ti.e) =  V e ^ O  +  0 ( ? )  +  O(v^) (5.160)
□
Infinite-Horizon Case
We take A, B, G, C , E , Q to be time-invariant, and t0 =  0, tf =  00, Qf =  0. The system dynamics 
is still described by (5.154). We associate with this system the performance index:
Jieoo(fiioo,0 =  J im ^ ^ - ln  jex p  [^ 2 JQ *(¿Q M *  +  « '«)< & ]} }  (5.161)
Then, the counterpart o f Corollary 3 (which is corollary to Theorem 5) is:
C oro lla ry  4 For the singularly perturbed system (5.154) under the cost function (5.161):
1. For each e > 0, if the pairs (At,B t) and (At,G t) are controllable, the pairs (Ae,C e) and 
(At,Q ) are observable, and the matrix Nt is invertible, then, V0 < 0*Ioo(e), the optimal cost 
for the full-order LEQG problem can be written as:
Jhoo(<;() = 0 ( ( 2) (5.162)
2. Let assumption A3 be satisfied, the pairs (An,Bo), (Au,G\G\ -  and
(•^ 22»B2) be controllable, and the pairs (An,Co), (An,(2n ~ Q12Q2 2 Q21) and (-^22i C2) be 
observable. Then,
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*. lime_o+ ^/oo(€) =  oo.
ii. id  < disoo, if the composite controller p*Ic0 is applied to the system, then > 0 such 
that Vc 6 [0, €$),
^/0oo :=  ¿M ooW ee) =  ^ /0 o o (€'»O  +  0 { ? V t )  (5.163)
Hi. 'id < disoo, if in addition, the matrix A22 is Hurwitz, and the slow controller p*Is6 is 
applied to the system, then 3c* > 0 such that Vc € [0, c$),
J’le00 := J1000M.0) = OU2) (5.164)
□
6 Examples
We present here three numerical results for the infinite-horizon case, one for perfect state measure­
ments and two for noisy state measurements. As stressed earlier, the quantities dMOO and ditoo play 
important roles in the computation of approximate values for ^ ( c )  and ¿ ^ ( c ) .
Example 1
Consider the system
dx 1 [ 1  1 1 *1 „  [ 1 1 1
edx 2 [ :  - i j [ x2 J dt+[2 \udt +. V ? .
Jo oo =  t lim^ In | E | exp ^  Q f  * (2xJ 4- 2xxx2 +  x\ +  u’u) J j  (6.2)
By using a particular search algorithm, we can compute the quantity:
0,oo =  1.8892
We next compute the maximum allowable d level for the full-order system (6.1)-(6.2) for different 
fixed values of c.
« » ( f ) 1.5616 1.9842 1.9274 1.9019 1.8930 1.8903
c 1 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.0001 0.00001
Note that as e —► 0, 0^ (c) —► daoo.
Now, we choose d =  1.6 <  daoo, and design the suboptimal controllers for the system based on 
this value of d:
p*(xi) =  — 1.7633xi; p*(x\,x2) =  —3.3249xi — 0.61803x2
Then, we apply these controllers, /z* and p* to system (6.1)-(6.2) and obtain the corresponding 
performance levels Ja and Jc, respectively. These values are tabulated below along with the optimal 
cost level for different values of c:
£ 1 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.0001 0.00001
C M OO 3.0434 2.1560 1.9818 1.9350 1.9209
OO 00 2.1638 1.9828 1.9351 1.9209
J,(e) OO 00 00 2.2150 2.1366 2.1151
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We also compute the cost level at e. =  0:
J i (  0) =  Jc( 0) =  1.9146; Ja( 0) =  2.1056
We see that the composite controller asymptotically achieves the optimal performance level as 
c -+ 0, but the slow controller achieves a suboptimal but Unite performance level asymptotically, 
which is consistent with the result o f Theorem 4. Also, the composite controller appears to be more 
robust than the slow one with respect to changes in the value o f €. o
Example 2
Consider the system
dx i 
edx 2
dyi 
dy2
1 1
^  - 1
1 1 '
y / l  2
Xl
x2
Xi
X2
dt +
dt 1 0 
0 y / l
udt +
dvt
JlOoo =
1
2 0 rlf
Urn —  ln {£ {e x p [-  /  {2x\ +  2xxx2■f—oo 01J l  J o
+*2 +  «'«)<**]}} 
The maximum allowable 0 level for the slow subsystem is
dwi (6.3)
(6.4)
(6.5)
0/.co =  1.4212
We can also compute the maximum allowable 0 level 0/oo(c) o f the system (6 .3)-(6 .5) for different 
values o f c.
0/ooM 1.4133 1.4189 1.4204 1.4209 1.4211
€ 0.001 10“ * i o - 5 10"6 IO’ 7
Note again that as € —► 0, 0}oo(e) 0iaoo•
Now, we choose 0 =  1 <  0ja<», and design the slow and composite controllers for the corre­
sponding cost function:
tia =  tic  =  -  0.61803x}
where
dxa =  —5.6833x* dt +  [ 0.44721 0.84721/v^ ]
dx% ----1
w
j
+
-5.6833 2.0944/y/e -  1.3013
-3.0902^7 -3.4721
xca
X<f
0.44721 0.84721/v/c 
0 0.61803
dyx -|- 2x% dt 
dy2 +  4x£ dt
dyx +  2x* dt 
dy2 +  4x* dt
dt
Then, we apply n*Ja and /Zjc to system (6.3)-(6.5) and obtain the corresponding performance levels 
Jja and Jjc. They are tabulated below along with the optimal cost level, for different values of e:
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€ 0.001 10~4 10"5 10’ 6 10~7
J U < ) 3.9236 3.7409 3.6873 3.6707 3.6655
00 00 3.6921 3.6710 3.6655
J iM 00 3.9147 3.7691 3.7361 3.7390
We can also compute the optimal cost level at € =  0:
J*Ioo(0) =  Jic(0) =  3.6631; J ja(0) =  3.7361
We see that the composite controller asymptotically achieves the optimal performance level as 
€ —► 0, but the slow controller achieves a suboptimal but Unite performance level asymptotically, 
again consistent with the statement of Theorem 5. We also note that in this case the composite 
controller is more sensitive than the slow one to changes in the value of e. A possible explanation 
for this behavior is the following: since the quantity J /a(0) is very close to J /c(0), this means there 
is little for the fast controller to do to improve the performance of the overall system. Furthermore, 
since the fast controller is an LQG design for the fast subsystem, the closed-loop fast subsystem 
under such a controller may not exhibit better performance, in the H°° sense, than the open-loop 
fast subsystem. • o
Example 3
Consider the system
dx i 
edx 2 =
’ - 2  1 
. v *  - l .
Xi 
x2
dt ’ 2 ' 1 udt + i---
---
---
--
1
to <1
dyi 
dy 2 =
1 1 1
2 y/c 2
Xi
x2
dt + 10
0
V * .
dv
2 9
JlOoo =  Hm —  ln {£ {e x p [-  /  (3xJ +  2xiX2tf—oo eitj ¿Jo
+2xl +  «'«)<**)]}}
dwt
The maximum allowable 6 level for the slow subsystem is
9jaoo — 6.3756
(6.6)
(6.7)
(6.8)
We can also compute the maximum allowable 6 level 9mIoo{e) o f the system (6.6)-(6.8) for different 
values of €.
0'U'-) 6.8401 6.8836 6.5390 6.4289 6.3923
€ 0.01 0.0015 10~4 10” 5
EO1orH
Note again that as c —► 0, 9*Ioo(e) —► 9jaoo.
Now, we choose 9 =  5 < 9jaoQ, and design the slow and composite controllers for the corre­
sponding cost function:
HmIa =  —0.87591x^; /x/c =  -0.87591x‘  -  0.73205x}
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where
=  —5.5564®Jdt +  [ 0.010525 0.24449/y/c ]
’ dx% '
+
-5.5564
-23.191V7
0.010525
0
0 .3 5 7 9 6 /v ^ -2.1884 
-4.8552
0.24449/v'e 
1.5616
.  .
dy\ 4- 0.87591®$ dt 
dy2 +  1.7518®* dt
dt
dyi +  0.87591x$ dt 
dy2 +  1.7518®$ dt
Then, we apply fijs and to system (6 .6)-(6 .8) and obtain the corresponding performance levels 
J 1» and J jc. They are tabulated below along with the optimal cost level, for different values of e:
c 0.01 0.0015 lO-4 10“ 5 10” 6
J U « ) 4.6326 4.0662 3.9404 3.9210 3.9157
J iM 00 4.1528 3.9408 3.9210 3.9157
J iM 00 00 4.6194 4.5808 4.5710
We can also compute the cost level at e =  0:
^7oo(0) =  ^/c(0) =  3.9134; JIa(0) =  4.5668
Again the composite controller asymptotically achieves the optimal performance level as e -*■ 0, but 
the slow controller achieves a suboptimal but finite performance level asymptotically. Contrary to 
what was observed in Example 2, here the composite controller is less sensitive to changes in the 
value of e than the slow one. o
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a model reduction technique for the LEQG problem for linear 
singularly perturbed systems under perfect and imperfect state measurements, in both the finite 
and infinite horizon cases. We have obtained a time-scale decomposition procedure that decomposes 
the full-order problem into appropriate slow and fast lower-order subproblems, the optimal solutions 
to which yield slow and fast controllers, respectively. An appropriate combination o f these then 
yields a composite controller, which is shown to achieve asymptotically the optimal performance 
level for the full-order system as the singular perturbation parameter c —► 0. It has also been 
shown that when the fast subsystem is open loop stable, the slow controller can asymptotically 
achieve some finite (but not optimal) performance level whenever the full-order problem admits a 
solution. There is a clear positive gap between the asymptotic performance level a slow controller 
can achieve and the asymptotic performance level achieved by a full-order optimal controller, and 
the paper provides a characterization of this performance loss. This indicates that there is a tradeoff 
between controller simplicity (due to model reduction) and loss o f performance. In a large deviation 
context, i .e . , when the intensity of the noise in the system dynamics goes to zero, however, the 
slow controller can asymptotically achieve the optimal performance level for the full-order system, 
provided that the fast subsystem is open-loop stable.
To obtain the optimal solution to the slow subsystem arrived at as a result o f model reduction, 
it has turned out that one needs to develop a theory for the general LEQG problem with general 
cost structure (with cross terms) and correlation between system and measurement noises. Since
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the LEQG problem has not been solved in the literature in such a full generality, we have also 
provided in the paper (Section 3) a clean and complete solution to this problem in both finite and 
infinite horizons via a different line from that of [5]. This solution is exactly the central solution of 
the corresponding iT00-optimal control problem, and our line of proof would be useful even for the 
standard LEQG problem since it relaxes some o f the assumptions made in [5].
One possible nontrivial extension of the results o f this paper would be the derivation of higher- 
order correction terms. The composite controller constructed in the paper achieves a performance 
level that is 0(y/e) close to the optimal one. This, however, may not be sufficient in some applica­
tions. Hence, high-order correction terms for the composite controller is o f some interest. Another 
extension would be to the multiple time scale problems, so as to obtain the counterparts o f [25] 
which deals with the H 00-optimal control problem. One other challenging extension would be to 
the nonlinear case, under both regular [26] and singular [17] perturbations.
Appendix
A
Consider the infinite-horizon LEQG problem under perfect state measurements, with the system 
dynamics
dx =  (Ax +  But)dt + Gdwt; x(0) =  x0 (A .l)
where x is the n-dimensional state vector; Uf is the p-dimensional control input, w^  is an r- 
dimensional vector-valued standard Wiener process, and A, B, G are constant matrices. The 
control input ut is generated by a closed-loop control policy /x, according to
u(t) =  /z(t,x[0,t]) (A.2)
where /x € At is an admissible control. Associated with this system, we introduce the cost function
Jeoo(v) =  J i i ^ ^ - l n  jjE  jexp  ^  Q f  \x'Qx  -I- u'u) j  j  (A.3)
Then, we have the following result:
T h eorem  7 Consider the infinite-horizon LEQG problem above, with the pair (A , B ) controllable 
and the pair (A , Q) observable. Furthermore, let the following GARE
A!Z + Z A -  Z(BB' -  0GG')Z +  Q =  0 (A.4)
admit a minimal positive definite solution Z , such that the matrix A — (BBf — 9GG')Z is Hurwitz. 
Then, the optimal controller is given by
um =  /x*(x) =  —B'Zx (A .5)
with the associated cost being
Jeoc =  inf Jeoo(p) =  Joo o ( /0  = H G G 'Z) (A.6)
P r o o f  The proof follows readily from the results for the finite-horizon case, given in [1]. □
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Verification of (3.7)
By the definition o f x and the filter equation (3.6), we have the following:
dx =  01 -0 £ Z ) -1[(A + etQ + (tC' + L)N-lC)xdt + (B + 0£P)udt + (£C' + L) 
N-'dy] - ( I -  9£2)~l-r (I -  etz)(l  -  9±Z)~lx 9tZ)~l{(A -  ±R
-9 (A £  -  ±R ±)Z  +  etz + d£2)x dt + (B + 9tP)udt +  (E C ' +  L)N~'dy]
=  ( /  -  e£ z)-\A-£ r  +  $(£a ' +e£(A'z + Q))x dt
+ ( /  -  9£2)~1[(B +  9tP )u  dt +  (EC" +  L )N -ldy]
Regrouping terms in the above equation yields (3.7).
Verification of (3.11)
To show the identity (3.11). we note that 
V = ( I -9 Z ± ) -1Z 
Thus, we have the following:
*  + »(4  + 9tQ) + (A + 9tQ)'9 = 02(1 -  + -  +
- e t z ) - 1 + f  (A + etQ) + (a  + 0EQ)'# = # *£ «  + ( / -  -  o t z y '  + $
* (A + 9±Q) + (A' + 9Qt)9  = 9 9 (£A' -  £&£ + # -  ez£)-1(A'z
+ 2 A -  2 s z  + Q )(I -  e£ 2 )~ 1 +  §  (A  +  0£ + +
It is easy to show the following identities:
09AE f  -  $  A(I -  9 t 2 ) - 1 +  f  A =  -d V L N - 'C t i  + -  0 £ Z ) " 1;
99 M9  + 9 9 S9 =  -09LN ~lL'9 +  99BR~lB'9\
- 9 9 t k £ 9  - ( I -  9 2 £ ) ~ 1Q ( I  -  0E Z)-1 +  £<? +  0 Q S 9  =
+ ( / -  02£)-1PR-lP‘(I -  922)-' -  Q
Using these identities, we arrive at the following:
*  +  *(.4 +  9 ± Q )  +  (A  +  0 ± Q ) ’ 9  = - Q -  +  +  L ')9
+ ( ( /  -  0 2 £ )-1 P + 9B)R~l (P'(I -  ) _1 +  B'9)
This proves identity (3.11).
Verification for (3.12)
We note the following equality:
S _1£ +  «fx =  £ -1 x -  (E _1 -  i ) !  =  £ _1x -  E_1(7 -  t fS Z )- ‘ x =  £ _1e
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It is straightforward to obtain the following expression for the differential for T by using the above 
equality:
dT =  Tr(E'N~\CZ  +  £ ') * (E C ' + L)N~lE  +  (G ' -  E 'N ~\ C t +  £ ' ) ) i £ _ I (GV
- ( S C ' +  L)N~lE)) dt -  (x'Qx +  2x'Pu + u'Ru) dt +  |u|^  dt +  | (£ 'S _1G -  e 'S -1 
(S C ' +  L)N~lEdwt -  \\Ce -  0(CE +  £ ') $ i dt -  i ^ S " 1 M t ^ e  dtu U
Note the following equality:
|G'E-1 £ -  E 'N ~ \ C t +  £ ')S _1e|2 =  |(G' -  E'N~xL ') t - xe -  E'N~x(Ce -  6 (C t  +  L') 
i i ) | 2 =  | Ct -  6(c± +  £ ' ) f  i  \j,.x +  |(G' -  c ' i v - 'L ' ) ! : - 1^ 2 
=  |C£ -  #(CS +  £ ')# i| 2 +  e ' t - 'M t - ' e  
This leads to the Equation (3.12).
Verification of (5.64), (5.65), (5.123) and (5.124)
Let
X i:= | S - ‘
- f s  ~x
- i s - 1 + z  
Js - 1 -  z
We first show that X i  is a solution to GRDE (5.121):
11-block o f LHS =  — ( E - 1) +  i s - 1 A, -  i +  i  A(E_I -  \ c [N ;lCt
+ i s - 1G<G :S " 1 +  -eC [N rxCt +  =  0
 ^  ^ —1 \ , ^ ( rj\12-block o f LHS =  +  j t {Z) -  -  ( ¿ E " 1 -  Z)(Ae -  StZ )
+-e C'tNTxCt -  ^ ( i f ! - 1 -  Z ) +  ¡C'N- - S - 'C . G ^ i s - 1 -  icJ J V f‘ C.
=  ~ \ jt ( £ ' 1 ) "  ¡ £ ~lB‘ B‘ 2  ~ ~ -  ¿ 4 i -e
- S - 1GtG'(( i s - 1 - Z ) - «  =  0
22-block o f LHS =  ~ ( S -1 ) -  ¿  +  ( i s -1 -  Z)BtB'tZ +  ( i f T 1 -  Z)(At -  StZ ) v dt u v
-¡C '/f'- 'C ' + ZBtB[(-9S-1 -  Z ) +  (4  -  Z S . x i s - 1 -  Z ) -  
+ ( i s - '  -  Z)8G,Gt{ \ ± - 1 -  Z ) +  +
= ¿¿s-vi+ds1 £f - u  ^ , 1 £ .-i _  Z)BtB'(Z +  i s - ' i A ,  -  5«Z ) -  Z A e +  Z 5 tZ  +  ZB ,u
3 ( i  s - 1 - z )  +  ( 4  -  z s « ) | s - ‘  -  ¿ 'tZ  +  ZS£Z  - j R c - Q  
- K i s - 1 -  Z )9G eG'e( i S - *  -  Z ) +  z b , b ; z  
= \ j t { i r l )  +  \£ ~lB^ 2  +  ¿ S ' 1'4« -  +  i z - B . ^ s - 1 +
9
I f . - !
6 dt
- i z 5 eS - ] -  -g Rt +  ( i s ' 1 -  Z J flG .G 'x is -1 -  Z ) -  9Z)GtG'cZ
=  +  +  ? A«£ ' 1 -  S *  +  J S - G .G i S - 1 =  0
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To prove that 5  defined by (5.123) is the solution to GRDE (5.121), we will first show that E” 1 
is a solution to the GRDE:
+  S - ‘ ¿ 7 ' +  I 7 E -1 +  BG\G\‘ +  S - I l f eS _1 =  0 (B .l)
assuming for the moment that Q/ > 0 and A (tf) >  0 (which guarantees the invertibility o f Z and 
A , as well as S ). Then, E is the solution to GRDE (5.121) by a limiting argument, in view of the 
uniqueness o f the solution. Assuming the invertibility o f Qj and A (t /)  >  0,
•r-i =  Z _1
“  [ z - 1 ( z  -  e z t z y 1 +  A “ 1
Let E22 :=  (Z — QZi±Z)~l +  A ” 1. We show that the above satisfies GRDE (B .l) block by block.
11- block o f LHS =  + A.Z~l -  BtB[ -  B<B[ +  +  B,B[
+B G eG[ =  0
12- block o f LHS =  - 4 ( Z _1) +  AcZ~l -  BtB[ZZ22 + ¿ - 'C '^ N ^ C .td  -
+Z~1(A ,-  S'Z -  (I  -  etZ)-'£ClVe- I c e)' +  Z~xQZ~l +  BtB'eZB2i 
=  + AtZ~x +  Z~xA!t -  St +  =  0
For the 22-block o f (B .l), the proof is quite involved. We obtain the GRDE that is satisfied by E22-
-H22 + ( / -  e£ z)-x£c[N ;xc tz - '1 + (a , -  stz -(/ -  b£ z ) - '£ c[n - ' cc)z22
+ Z -'C cN ;1Ct£ (I  -  BZE)-' +  =22 (A t -  S,Z - ( I -  B £ z y x£C'tN -'C c)'
+Z~lQZ~1 +  =.22ZBtB{Zz.22 +  B(I -  b -  =  0
The above GRDE will be written in the following compact form:
“ 22 +  F~22 +  ~22-F/ +  H22GE22 +  H =  0 (B.2)
V V V
where the definitions of F , G and H should be clear from the context.
Note that E” 1 satisfies GRDE (B .l). By a simple application o f matrix inversion identities, we 
obtain
=•-1 = [ Z" 1 2 “1
“  [ z - 1 (z  -  o z t z y 1
Then, clearly E22 :=  (Z — 0Zt,Z)~l satisfies the GRDE (B.2).
Let us evaluate the matrix F  +  E22$* We start with:
( /  -  d tZ ){F  +  E226) =  ( /  -  6tZ )(A t -  StZ) -  tC [N -lCt +  BtB[Z =  Ae +  eGtG\Z
-BE(ZAe -  ZS(Z) -  £C'Nr'Ct = A, + BG,G[Z + 6±{A'Z + 4 ~Z) -  ERt
at
=  At -  £ R( + B(G<G't + £A'1)Z  +  B ti-Z  =  A, -  £ Rc -  B(AC -  ERt)£Z  
d d
+ b£ ^ -z  + B ^-tZ  =  (A , -  £Rt)(I  -  b£ z ) -  4 ( /  -  b£ z )
at at at
Hence, we have
P +  =226 =  ( /  -  b£ z )~1(a c -  £ r ,)(i -  b£ z ) +  ■=■((/ -  b£ z ) - , ) ( I -  b£ z )
dt
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Note that the Lyapunov equation (5.125) can be rewritten as: 
A  4- (F  4* 322^)'A  +  A(F  +  E22 G) 4- G =  0
Then, we have
- ^ ( A ~ l ) +  L ~\F  +  S 22G)' + (F  + Ë22à )Â -1 +  Â -1 Ô Â -1 =  0 
Furthermore, we have the equality:
—“ 22 + F3  22 + “ 2 2 4" “ 22 ^ “ 22 4" S  — — (A-1) + A-1 (JF + E22G)‘ 
+(-F 4" “ 22 j^)Â 1 -}* A 1(jA  1 = 0
which can be rewritten as:
- ^ ( A  1 +  E22) 4- -F(“ 22 4- A ” 1 ) 4- (E22 4- A ” 1) F / 4- ( A -1 4- E22)G ?( A -1 4- E22) + H = 0
This shows that E22 is a solution o f GRDE (B.2). Hence, we have proved that (5.123) is the solution 
to GRDE (5.121).
In the infinite horizon case, the GARE (5.62) admits a positive definite solution (5.64), since 
A  —► Ac© a stj-+ o o .  To show that it is the minimal one of such solutions, we simply compute the 
matrix FI 4- E“ 1# 6:
Ae + Z -'Q   ^ 0
* F  4* Eoo22^
where * denotes arbitrary term of no interest. It is clear that the matrix Ac 4- Z ^ Q  is anti-stable. 
By the derivation above, the matrix F  4- E0022Gi =  ( /  — 0Y,ooZoo)'~l {At — ¿ 00£ « ) ( /  — # ¿ 00-^ 00) is 
Hurwitz. Then, by Theorem 5 of [22], the matrix F  4- ~<x>22& is anti-stable. This implies that the 
matrix F* 4- E^1#*5 is anti-stable, and hence, the matrix Fe 4- 0G*G?*,Eoo is Hurwitz. Then, ETO is 
the minimal solution to the GARE.
To prove that 0  defined by (5.124) is the solution to GRDE (5.122), we will show that 0 _1 is 
a solution to the GRDE:
^ (e _1) + i f  e~l  + e- 'f?  + e- 'G 'G fe-1 + e s c = o (b .3)
assuming for the moment that Q j  > 0 and n (io) >  0 (which guarantees the invertibility of Z and 
ft, as well as 0 ) .  Then, 0  is the solution to GRDE (5.122) by a limiting argument, in view of 
the uniqueness of the solution. Note that 0E satisfies the GRDE (B.3). By a proof similar to the 
one for E“ 1, we can prove that (5.124) is the solution to GRDE (5.122), and (5.65) is the minimal 
solution to GARE (5.63).
It is straightforward to see that
¿ ( t o y 1 -  0EO ¿ (to )-1
¿ ( t o ) - 1 Z(t0)-1(Z(io)'1 - OYio)-1 ¿ ( t o ) - 1 4- A(to)-1 > 0
since ¿ (to )-1 — 0£o > 0 and A (io )-1 > 0, if Qj > 0 and A ( i / )  > 0. Note that E” 1 and 00 satisfy 
the same GRDE, but with different initial conditions. Hence, E“ 1 — 00 > 0 for all t 6 [to,tj]. 
Then, we have that the matrix I  — 9Q(t)E(t) has only positive eigenvalues (increasing as Q/ and 
A (tj) decrease to singular nonnegative definite matrices), for each t by a limiting argument.
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Verification of (5.55) and (5.116)
In view o f (5.48), we have
JUo(«) = TrftooQ +  (n-1 + e T ~ v (Z co - -*'((/ - O^coSoo)«
(/ - iSool=) + Z ^ B ' B ' J ^ T - 1)
Note that
¿CO ^ ooEqoZ oo == — dZB$Jja$Za$ +  0(\ /e) 0 (c )  0 (c )  0 (c )
Hence, we have the approximation:
- i\ - i(n- 1 + « r-1,(z00
(H ,/  +  ^(2a0 “  ^Za$'LaeZa0))~1 + 0(y/e) 0(y/t)
0 (V t)  n 7 +  0 (V c )
In view of the approximations for Z^  and S qo, we have that
Tr(EooQ) — Tr(Ea^ Qn ■+• £/Q22) 4* 0(y/e)
(J -  eZ o o t^ Q il  -  etooZoo)
( /  -  0ZaeXae)Qn (I  -  0E,*Z,*) 4- 0(y/t) ( /  -  0Z ,*E .* )g12 4- 0(y/i) 
Q2l{I ~ Q a^dZao) 4" ^ (V ^) Qi2 4" O(-y^c)
Z00BtB,eZ00 = (2 .0 * ! +  (V ' +  U,ZJ)B2)(B[Za0 4- B'2(V +  Z /l f ) )  +  O (^)  ZJB2(B\Zae +  5J(V  +  ZjU)) 4- 0(y/e)
(ZseBx 4- (V ' +  U'Zf)B2)B'2Zf +  0(y/i)
ZfB2B2Zj 4" O(V^)
Using all of these approximations in (5.48) yields easily (5.55).
In the finite-horizon case, a derivation similar to above leads to (5.116).
A Useful Lemma
In order to prove the optimality for the suboptimal controllers, we need the following lemma in 
most of our derivations to follow.
Lem m a 1
1. A22U2 + B2B'2VX =  -B 2B{ 2. A2 2 U2 4" B2 B2 V2 — 0
3. Q-nlh -  A22V2 = Q21 1 Q2 2 U1 -  A'22V\ =  A\2
5. A'22X x + C'2N-'C2Y2 = -C 2N~lC\ 6. A'22X2 + C!tN -1C2V2 = 0
7. G2G'2X2 -  A22Y2 =  G2G\ 8. G2G2X1 -  A22Yi =  A2i
9. a22u +  b 2b 2v  =  - b 2b \z^ 10. Q22u -  A'V =  Q21 +  Ai2Zry
11. A'22X + C'2N -xC2Y =  -C'2N -'C iY,„ 12. G2G2X — A22Y — G2G\ 4- A2\Tiri
Verification of (5.92), (5.97), (5.143) and (5.144)
Assume that Ec and 0 C are in the following forms:
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~ c  __
“ C v — c  
“ 1 1  e “ 1 2 A c  _ ---
---
--1
0 »-
»
0
l-A \ / c © 1 2
rZTC r  — C 
£ — 2 1  e “ 2 2
,  u  —
\ / £ © 2 1 © 2 2
Substitute these forms into GRDEs (5.141) and (5.142) to obtain differential equations for E ^ ,
—12? “ 22? ©11? ©$2 ©22*
- n  +  - n - f i i  +  i i i ' H f i  +  S ^ G f ' S } 1 +  J T fi +  0 ( V ? )  =  o  
€ = f 2 +  = ; 3 i ? 2 +  H f i O ( i )  +  0 ( 1 )  +  0 {S< ) =  0  
£“ 22 4" “ 2 2 ^ 2 2  4" -^22 “ 22 4" -^22 4" 0{y/7) — 0
and
© n  =  F} !© ?! +  © iaiT i' +  0 n ^ n 0 i i  +  G'iG'f' +  O ( ^ )
£©12 =  -^ 22 ©12 +  O ( l )0 i !  +  0 (1 ) +  0(V~€)
£© 22 =  * 2 2 © 2 2  +  © 2 2 ^ 2 2 ' +  G 2G 2'
It is clear that the matrix F%2 is Hurwitz. We need only to show that
:c  _
z :  1 ~c j p c  i j p c  t ~ C  _i_ — C Q / ^ C  S tC l-Z C  1 TTC __  rv“ 11 4” “ ll-^n 4- ^11 “ li 4" “ n^CriOi - n  +  Jln  -  0 (B.4)
™ c  r ic  1 j p c  /■ ¿ c  1 t t c  __  n
“ 2 2 -r 2 2  "r r 2 2  “ 2 2  ' ^ 2 2  ~  U (B.5)
0 u  =  ^ Q i i  +  © n -f ii ' +  +  g \g \‘ (B.6)
f t 2e c„  +  0§2f j 2' +  G%G\’ =  0 (B.7)
Then, by an application o f implicit function Theorem as in the proof for Theorem 2 in [12], it 
follows that (5.143) and (5.144) are the solutions to GRDEs (5.141) and (5.142), respectively.
We first show that E22 is the unique positive definite solution to GARE (B.5) for each t 6 [¿o> t/]• 
This can be done block by block:
22-block of LHS =  + A f B2B'2Zf  +  A /(A 22 -  B2B'2Zj -  Ef C'2N - lC2) 4- Zf B2B'2A /
+ (A 22 “  B2B'2Zf  -  S / C ^ - 1C2)/A /  +  Zf B2B2Zj 
=  A f (A22 -  EfC^N -'Ci) +  (A 22 -  XfC^N -'C iyAf +  Zf B2B'2Zf  =  0 
12-block o f LHS =  - (Z f  +  A f )B2B'2Zf  -  A j{A22 -  B2B'2Zf  -  E/ C ^ - 1C2) -  A'A , 
+ C ^ - 1C2E/ A /  =  - Z f B2B'2Zf  -  A /(A 22 -  E /C 2iV” 1C2)
- ( A , - C i A - 1C2E/ )A /  =  0
11-block of LHS =  (Zf  +  A /)A  -  A /E / C ^ - 1C2 4- A '(Z / +  A , )  -  C ^ ’ 1C2E /A /
4-Q22 =  (A /(A  -  Z,f C2N 'lC2) +  (A ' -  C2N~lC2Yif)Af +  Zf B2B'2Zf ) =  0
By duality, we can prove that 0|2 is the unique positive definite solution to GARE (B.7) for each
t € [to,tj].
Toward proving (B.4) and (B.6), we first note that the matrices Aa, Say Qa, Aay Ra and Ma can 
be rewritten as:
Aa =  An -  Ai2Q22Q2i +  (5 i2 +  Ai2Q22 A22)(S22 4- A22Q221 ^ 22)_1 ^ 22^ 22^21 
S3 =  Sn -1- Ai2Q22 A\2 — (S\2 +  Ai2Q22 ^ 22X ^22 4” A22Q22 A22)-1
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*(*^ 21 “I" A22Q22 A12)
Qa = Qll ~ Q12Q22Q2I 4- Q12Q22 ^22(^22 + A22Q22 Aw)-1 A22Q22Q2I 
Äs = All ”  G\G,2{G2G,2)~l A21 + GiG,2{G2G,2)~l A22
•(-R22 + A22(Gr2<Ji2)” 1A22)” 1(Ä21 + A^G^G^)” 1 A21)
=  R\\ +  A2i(G!2<Jf2)*’ 1A21 — (Ä 12 +  A2i(G2G!2)” 1A22)
*(^22 +  A22(Gf2G?2)“ 1A22)” 1(Â21 ^22(^2^2)-1 A21)
M s =  G1G'1 - G 1G'2(G2G'2) - lG2G'l +  G1G,2(G2G'2) - 1A22
*(^22 +  A22(G?2Gf2)_1A22)-1 A22(Gf2C?2)_1^2^1
Now, we show that Ea is a positive definite solution to GRDE (B.4), where 
I v - 1 - ¿ S ’ ,1 +  Z.a '
c *
z ÿ  +  s ;<1x 'g 2g ,1( ? S7í1 -  z .„ )  -  - ^ ( x 'g ^ x  +  ( s „ c {  +  y ' c ^ j v - 1 
(C iE ,« +  C j y ) ) ! #  -  q 12u
+  (Z’O + Z’ »À> -  Z.I-S.Z.' +  A'n Z,e -  QUU) -  A'u -e T,-J -  ] z ÿ G l 
■G\Z.-J -  i s  +  BiB'2V + Al2U + À. -  S,Z,a -  6G1G'l Z,e)
+C'1N~1Ci + \ t.-JY'C2N -'C x +  Ì S  -JX'An +  \ z-J X 'G 2G\T.ÿ 
-  * 0 «  +  ClJT-'C, -  A'n i  EJ* -  j E ÿ C . G 'E ÿ  -  Í S ¡ ¿ '4 „
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+l'S7e1Y 'C iN -1C1 + ¡ Z j X 'A n  +  ¿ E  ~J X 'G 2G\ZrJ
= + Y.-JA, + - r . + = o
For the 22-block, the derivation is as follows:
LHS =  ~ ( s ; / )  -  Z.e +  ( ¿ E * 1 -  Z,e)(À, -  S,Z,e) -  ¿ E ^ ( ( E * G  +
+X 'A 21 + 9X'G2G\Z,e) +  ( ¿ E ; /  -  Z,6)(Bi B[Z.s +  +  ) +  (A', -  Z,e
■S,)(l^:el -  Z,e) -  ((ErfC j +  Y'C 'AN -'C i + + eX'G2G'1Z.e) ' ^  +  (Z.e
■B1B[ +  V'B2B\ +  V'A!12)(±L-J Z.t ) +  (Z.eBl + V'B2)(B[Z,e + B'2V) + V  
■Q22U +  ( ¿ E 7 / -  Z .» ) Ì G ,G ;( Ì £  j 1 -  Z,n) -  ( ¿ S j  -  Zti)G iG 2X S ~ / -  T.-JX’
-  Z,e) + -9Z-J(X'G2G'2X  +  (E .«C{ +  S „  +  C2K ))E ^
=  ~ ^a6 ~ ^a6^ 8 ^9&^ 9^ a6 ~ À'MZ,e +  Z9oSaZae +  BZaeG\G\ZaQ — ZagB\
■B[Z,e -  Z,»An V -  U'A'uZ,e + V'B2B'2V + U'Q22U + \z~J(A, -  S,Z>e +
■Z,e + B2B'2V + AUU -  0GxG\Z,e) + (A', -  Zt6S, + Z,eBlB[ + V'B2B[ + U'A'12 
- # Z .<G1G ', ) ì£ 7/  -  ^C[N~lCi +  ¿ E j / G ^ i E ^1 -  ¿ S J /Ì E « A ^ X
+X 'A 2i E,« +  GiG'jJi +  X'G 2G\ -  X'G2G2X  -  Y'C'2N - lC2Y )i:J  
— +  Q, +  Z,eS,Z,e — Z,sSuZ,$ — — +  U'Q2\
+ ^ 7 /A „  + ÌA'n E7/ -  \c[N-'c, + ÌE 7/G ,G '1E7<1 -  ÌE7#1(E ,SA '1X  
+ g 1g '2x  +  ErfCj j v - ’ c 2y)E 7<1 
= i l ( E - >‘sO ) + Qu +  ^ E7/A„ + I a 'h ST,1 - \c[ + \z -JGxG\Z-J - J s9 dt
( e s«a '21x  +  g 2g '2x  +  Es« c i  j v - Ic 2y)E 7,1
+  Z-JÀ, +  a ;E 7 / -R . + T.-JM.Y.-J =  0
To show that 
the GRDE:
Ejj is the solution to GRDE (B.4), we will show equivalently that
) +  i i i H f r 1 +  H ? ,-1/ ? , '  +  9G\G\' +  S f i - ^ f j S f r 1 =  0
E j! -1 satisfies
(B .8)
assuming for the moment that Q /n  > 0 and A ag(tj) > 0 (which guarantees the invertibility of Zag 
and Aao, as well as E fj). Then, by a limiting argument, Efj is the solution to GRDE (B.4), in view 
of the uniqueness o f the solution.
Assuming that Q/n > 0  and A a$(t/) > 0, it is clear that E7 1 is a solution to GRDE (B.8). Let 
E,22 :=  (Zag — 9ZagTlagZ3o)~1 +  AJq . It is straightforward to show that E fj” 1 satisfies GRDE (B .8) 
for 11 12 and 21 sub-blocks. For the 22-block of GRDE (B.8), we obtain the following GRDE:
-¿ .2 2  +  ( / -  #E,{ Z ,(, ) - 1((E s9c ;  +  Y'C‘2)N -lCx +  X ' A ^ Z j  + Fc,S ,22 + Z j((Y ,,eC[ 
+Y'C'2)N -'C l + X'A2l)'(I -  ez ,0E. , ) - 1 +  E +  z -J q ^ z -J -  
- S ,22U'Q21Z;e' +  Es22( (Z ,j5 j +  V'B2){B\Z.t +  B'2V) + U'Q22U)E.22 
■Z,e)-\ X 'G 2G'2X  +  (E .dCJ +  Y'C'2)N -\ C lY,,e +  C2Y ))(I -  E,« ) " 1 =  0
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(B.9)
which will be denoted by the following compact form:
• v w . v v
—“ «22 +  F»“ «22 +  “ «22 F, +  “ «22^?«“ a22 +  H» =  0
V V w
where the matrices Fs, G s and 1Z, are clearly defined from the context.
Since
_  [ 5 ?  z ?
L Z’ » {Z’ 9 0Z,) Z,eZ,s) - 1
and E71 is a solution to the GRDE (B.8), then 5,22 :=  (Z ,« — is a solution to the
GRDE (B.9). The matrix F, +  S,22G, can be evaluated as follows:
(i - ex,sz,<,)(?.+5.226.) = ( /  -  ex.ez.s)(A, -  s,z,e -  zJ q12u) + z:e\{z,eBx
+V'B2)(B[Z,t +  B'2V) +  U'Q22V) -  (E .ec ;  +  Y'C'JN-'Ci -  -
■Z,e = A, -S,Z,i +  BxB'xZ,e + BXB'2V -  Z;el Qx2U +  +  Z~JV'B2
■B'2V +  Z-JU'Q22U -  ex,e(Z ,eA, -  Z,eS,Z,6 -  Q12U) -  S»„CJN -'C X -  Y'C^N^Ci 
-X 'A 2 1 -  eX'G2G'xZ,o =  A „  + eGiG[Z,e + Z-JV'(A22U + B2B[Z,e + B2B'2V) 
+ ex ,d (z ,i +  A',Z,t + Q, + Q12U) -  X.iC'^N-'Ci -  Y'C'2N~1Ci -  x 'a 21 -  ex 'G 2G\
■Z,e =  e x .a ,»  +  Au +  eX,aQn -  X ^C iN -'C i -  Y'C2N~lCi -  X 'A2x + (eGxG'x 
+ ex ^ A xx — e x ’g 2g \ )z,$ =  ex  ,&z^ +  a , — x ^ r ,  +  e (x^ A f,  +  m ,  )z ,$
= - j t{I -  ex.ez,6) + (A. -  x,eR.)(i - ex.nZ.n)
Hence, we have
£ . +  = .226.  =  ( /  -  9X,6Z ,e )-l (A, -  X.eR.)(I -  eX.eZ,e) +  ^ ( ( /  -  eX,eZ,s) - 1)
■ (i-ex,oZ.e)
From this it is easy to see that 5,22 is a solution to GRDE (B.9).
In the infinite horizon case, the GARE (5.90) admits a positive definite solution (5.92), since 
A ag converges as tj —* 00. To show that it is the minimal one of such solutions, we need only to 
show that E ^ is the minimal positive definite solution to the GARE:
~c j-ic 1 rpc / “ C . “ c  a r ' C  ✓ •vc/“ c  . t t c  __  n
- 11*11 + *11 -11 + - l l^ i ^ i  -11 + -«li -  0 
Compute the matrix JFfj +  S f a s  follows:
An + z 7eQ  11 ”  z 7e WQ21 w 0
* F« +  “ *22 G’«
where * denotes an arbitrary term of no interest to us here. It is clear that the matrix A n +  
z 7 eQ u ~ z 7e U'Q21 =  As+Z~q Qb is anti-stable. By the derivation above, the matrix Fg+Em&s =  
( /  — 6T,seZag)~l{As — EaoRa)(I  — 9T,aeZag) is Hurwitz. Then, by Theorem 5 of [22], the matrix 
Fa +  “ «22 *^« is anti-stable. This implies that the matrix Ff1 +  is anti-stable, and hence,
the matrix n 1 +  OGiGi'Zh is Hurwitz. Then, E ^ is the minimal solution to the GARE.
By a similar argument, we can prove that (5.144) is the solution to GRDE (5.142), and (5.97) 
is the minimal solution to GARE (5.91).
J?C  I ~ C  — 1 TTC *11 +  —11 "11 ~
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To show the spectral radius condition, i. e . , that I  -  6Qe5 C has only positive eigenvalues for 
each t G [to»*/]» it will be sufficient to prove that J — ha-8 only positive eigenvalues for each
t G [to,tf], in view of the approximations for 0 C and Sc.
It is straightforward to see that
Hi,(to) -1 -  O 0i,(to) 
^ ( t o ) “ 1 “  *EnO 
ZaO{t o)” 1
Zto(toi) *
■^ *ô(to)_1(^ ( t o )”’1 “  OHqii)-1 ZaeÇto)-1 + A#fi(io)-1 > 0
since Zaeito)"1 -  0£on > 0 and A ^ (to )” 1 > 0, if Q/u > 0 and A ,o(tf) >  0. Note that H fj-1 and 
001J satisfies the same GRDE, except with different initial conditions. Hence, E ^ - 1 -  0Q\X >  0 
for all t G [to,tf]. Then, we have that the matrix I  — 0© ii(*)“ n (O  has only positive eigenvalues 
(increasing as Qj and A (t /)  decreases to singular nonnegative definite matrices), for each t by a 
limiting argument.
Verification for (5.10T), (5.108), (5.152) and (5.153)
The proof for these results exactly parallels the proof for (5.92), (5.97), (5.143) and (5.144) described 
in detail in the previous subsection. It is easy to see that the detailed intermediate results derived 
in the previous subsection can be directly applied to this case. Hence, we omit the details o f the 
proof here.
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